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News In Brief
FarmAid reaps public attention,
but cash harvest still uncertain
CHAMPAIGN, Ill. (AP — Financially strapped American
farmers reaped publicity from FarmAid, but the immediate cash
harvest was less than $10 million from the big-name benefit concert that rocked the heartland with country, blues and rock 'n'
roll.
"It went great. I'm real happy. It exceeded my expectations,"
Willie Nelson, the driving force behind FarmAid, told The
Associated Press early today as he boarded his bus to leave the
stadium after the marathon concert.
Nelson said telephone pledges during Sunday's concert totaled
about $5 million, according to Walt Adams of The Nashville Network, a cable system that carried 12 hours of the concert live to 25
million subscribing households.
Another $4 million was raised before the first note sounded,
through ticket sales and corporate donations, concert organizers
had said earlier they hoped to raise up to $50 million to help the
nation's struggling farmers.
Concert publicists said they expected the flow of FarmAid
money to continue, by telephone and mail, for weeks or even
months.
An audience of more than 78,000 packed the University of Illinois football stadium, weathering hours of rain with good
humor. They danced, swayed and sang along to 1.4 hours of music
.that ranged from the hard rock of the Blasters and Eddie Van
'Haien to the classical countrrof George Jones, the blues of B.B.
King and the vintage '60s rockabilly of Roy Orbison.
More than 50 performers and groups donated their talents to FarmAid.
"Thank you very much for coming to the concert for America,"
Nelson shouted as the show began on a stage flanked by huge banners reading "Keep America Growing."
The rain began soon after the concert started, but most of the
audience shrugged it off.
"A once-in-a-lifetime thing like this, how could you miss it?"
said Ken Lewis of Bloomington. "What's a little rain? We'll dry
out tomorrow."
The downpour stopped in time for prime-time performances.
Students, children, bikers and farmers cheered and chanted
together to the music. There was square dancing on the 30 yard
line, a twinkling lighter-and-match display during a Neil Young
song, a sing-along to the Beach Boys' "Help Me Rhonda," and a
final dazzling burst of fireworks.
Organizers and artists said the concert would make city folks
more aware of problems down on the farm, but some of the fans
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Study says Murray showing growth
Murray is rankeds the 21st
largest city in Kentucky, but if
growth continues as a University of Louisville Population
Studies Program indicates, that
ranking could increase.
Murray was one of few
Western Kentucky cities to enjoy growth during the two year
period from 1982 to 1984, according to a published report from
the Population Studies
Program.
The University of Louisville

program estimated the growth
according to the latest population estimates released from the
U.S. Bureau of the Census. Kentucky had 30 cities with at last
10,000 population as of July
1984.
Murray, with an estimated
1982 population of 14,048 compared to an estimated 1984
population of 14,247, showed a
2.7 growth rate over the two
year period. Murray ranked

eighth among the state's 30
largest cities in terms of percent
of population growth.
Radcliff, in Hardin County,
showed the largest growth rate
in the study with a 16 percent increase in population I from
16,103 to 18,686), while other
Western Kentucky cities did not
fare as well as Murray and
Radcliff in terms of population
growth. Paducah showed a .4
percent decrease in population,

Hopkinsville showed a 1.6 percent decrease in population,
Madisonyille_ showed
cent decrease in population, and
Mayfield showed a 1.7 percent
decrease in population during
the two year period.
A total of 30 cities were
documented in the report which
was published this month Fourteen of the state's 30 largest
cities lost population during the
1982-84 period.

Rock star
Murray mason Dan Piercefield used last week's sunshine to la
some stone around the footing of Barry James's house at 223
South 13th St. Most outdoor activity in the area will he curtailed
today, however, as rain dominates the forecast.
Statf ptsoto by [task! To, k
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Elsewhere...
R• the Associated Press

Mexicans recovering from a pair of killer
earthquakes are burying their dead as they continue to search for
thousands of people who remain trapped in devastated central
Mexico City.
BASHINGTON — Nancy Reagan, volunteering a gesture of
U.S. friendship towards Mexico as it seeks life amid the rubble, is
planning to meet with survivors of its twin earthquakes during a
three-hour visit to Mexico City.
PARIS — Premier Laurent Fabius has admitted that French
espionage agents were ordered by their superiors to sink the
Greenpeace flagship in New Zealand. New Zealand's prime
minister welcomes the acknowledgement, but calls Fabius'
statement that the agents should be exonerated "absurd."
WASHINGTON — The White House is ignoring a congressional
request for internal papers on contacts between a National
Security Council military adviser and Nicaraguan rebels during
a year-old ban on aiding their war effort, government officials
say.
WASHINGTON — Congress will concentrate on formulating a
new long-term national agriculture policy this week, with
showdown votes likely in the House on the highly controversial
milk and sugar price-support programs.
PASADENA,Calif. — "Cagney & Lacey," CBS's once-canceled
policewoman show, and "The Cosby Show," a warm and loving
depiction of a black family that has sparked NBC's drive for top
ratings, dominated the series awards at the 37th annual Emmys.
WASH/Sf:TON — A House subcommittee, following up on an
old Pentagon spare parts "horror story." has begun investigating two big defense contractors because of the way they
negotiated a 1982 Air Force contract for repair tools.
LAWRENCEVILLE. Ga. — Gwinnett County, the fastestgrowing of the nation's large metropolitan counties, is learning
what many other large counties already know: with growth come
growing pains.
MEXWO (IT) —
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'Super Saturdays scheduled for MSU
A fall edition of the "Super
Saturdays" program for gifted
and talented elementary and
middle school students will be
conducted at Murray State
University on four consecutive
Saturday mornings Oct. 26 and
Nov. 2, 9 and 16.
Students in grades one
through seven who are selected
for the program will attend
classes from 9:30 a.m. to noon
•and study a curriculm that is
divided into three different age
groups, according to Dr.
Richard Hazier, program
director.
First and second graders can
choose from courses involving
computers, dinosaurs, theatre
and exploring nature. Experiences in German and
backyard biology, as well as
music and instruments from
around the world, will be
neRilable for third and fourth

graders. Fifth, sixth and
seventh grade students can pick
from courses in chess, electronic music, sign language and
interviewing and newswriting.
Hazier, an associate professor
in the Department of Educational Leadership and Counseling, said the fall program is an
outgrowth of a program begun
in the spring to help meet the extra curiousity and educational
development needs of area
gifted and talented students.

students in small classes where
individual attention can be
provided.
Hazier said the program brings together the best of the
region's elementary and middle
school students, top-quality
faculty, exciting study topics
and the use of the best resources
Murray Stale__ and_ _the_ _region
have to offer.
Parent are not left out either.
Two-hour workshops will be offered for parents each Saturday.
Topics include the future of
gifted programs, stress reduc"Overwhelming interest in the
tion, initial thinking about colspring program and the high
lege and parenting the gifted
level of student and parent
satisfaction led to a summer
child.
program and then to initiation of.
The cost of the four-week prothe fall program," he said.
Argram is $45 per student, which
'Super Saturdays'' was
includes most materials, indeveloped by the university
structon and T-shirt. The fee for
faculty and local educators to
parent sessions is $4 per session
provide enjoyable enrichment
or $10 for all four.
"When people drive from as
experiences for outstanding

Parents interested in the program for their children should
see their school's gifted and
talented coordinator or school
principal to determine a child•s
eligibility and to acquire
necessary forms and signatures.
Anyone interested in more information about the "Super
Saturdays" program should call
( 502 ( 762-4159 at Murray State.

Students' test scores remain .stable
Tonight will be windy with
showers ending. The weather
will become much colder with
a low in the lower 50s. Rain
Chances will drop to 20 percent by morning. Wind will be
from the north 10 to 20 mph,
with higher gusts.
Tuesday will be mostly
cloudy and cool with a high
only lathe mid 60s-West wind
will be 5 to 15 mph.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
Barkley Lake

355.5
355.5

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Scores of Kentucky students on
a standard college entrance examination remained stable or
improved this year in all but one
area, mathematics.
According to figures compiled
for the state, 1985 Kentucky high
school graduates who took the
American College Test scored a
composite 17.9 points on a
36-point scale. The national
.average score was 18.6, and
Kentucky historically has lagged behind the national score.
Kentucky scores in English
and natural science remained
steady, social studies scores
rose slightly but mathematics
dropped.

0naulimpaosimpoli.-,
416011.1141.

"The one discouraging aspect
of this year's report is the
decline in scores in
mathematics." said Harry
Snyder, executive director of the
Council on Higher Education.
Students graduating from high
school in 1985 scored 0.2 points
lower than 1984 graduates.
One especially bright spot in
the score information, Snyder
said, was an improvement for
black students: in Kentucky,
blacks' composite score was
12.8, while the national average
for blacks was 12.5.
Kentucky students went to college this year with the same
general goals in mind as
students nationwide, the survey
showed. Business or commerce

Mkr
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far away as Madisonville, as
well as points in Southern Illinois and Northwest Tennessee,
it is obvious how much they
desire and appreciate the program," he added.
''It is gratifying to be involved
in a program which parents and
students are so excited about. Of
course -that also ---ina-kes- it critical that we come up with top
instructors, facilities and ideas
so that their faith in us can continue to be justified."

was the most popular major subject, followed, in order, by the
health professions, computer
and information services,
engineering and education.
About 62 percent of the state's
graduating class. or 22,844
students, took the test
The average ACT score for
Kentucky students has declined
by 1.3 points in the last decade,
the same rate as the national
decrease.
. .
Male students continued to do
better on the examination. 184
than female students, 17.2.
The size of the tiigh school attended by the student may have
something to do with the score
on the standardized test, the

results indicate.
For example. The lowest
scores were by students in
graduating classes of less than
25 people. Students in the largest
schools, those with 900 or more
graduates, had the next lowest
scores Students in graduating
classes of from 400-599 people
had the highest scores.
The majority of Kentucky
students appear to be generally
satisfied with their high school
education, the report showed.
Sixty-one 61 percent said they
were satisfied with the instruction they received, 55 said high
school course offerings were
satisfactory and 62 percent said
they had adequate guidance.
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Nobel Peace Prize
winner to speak here

bazaars, teas and other fund
raisers."
"It was very common," says
Judy Jones. Cambria, Ill., "for
women to otor close to the
fighting.
"The money they raised by
selling goods to the troops
stayed with the unit they were
with to help finance equipment,': she adds.
Besides raising money,
women also rolled bandages.
and made socks, scarves and
mittens. Ms. Sayre says.
It was also common for
women to take their children
with them on their journeys to
help their fighting men.
Ms. Sayre and Ms. Jones,
along with Darlene Pulley of
Lowell. Ind., spent this weekend
selling lemonade to raise money
for their "unit" as part of the reenactment forces.
They are used to the heat, the
cold, the bugs and the rain and
snow. Yet, "we love it," says
Ms. Sayre, "or we wouldn't be
here.
"You either love it or you hate
it," she grins. "There's no in
between."

Ireland, she and Miss Corrigan
Peace activist Betty Williams,
— the aunt of the three dead
winner of the 1977 Nobel Peace
children — went door to door
Prize for her work in Northern
enlisting marchers. Two weeks
Ireland, will lecture tonight at 8
after the effort began, 20,000
p.m. in the Curris Center
protesters had joined the
Theater at Murray State
demonstrations.
University.
Mrs. Williams, along with coThe group used the $140,000
winner Mairead Corrigan,
- Nobel Prize award, along with
received the award for
$340,000 as part of the
establishining the Community ofNorwegian People Peace Prize,
Peace People, an organization
to set up a trust fund for war orof both Catholic and Protestant
phans and to invest in several
workers and housewives who
community projects. Still active
banded together in late 1976 to
today, the Community of Peace
march for peace in Irish cities.
People has been credited with
The idea for the movement
establishing 17 new factories in
came when Mrs. Williams
Northern Ireland, the country's
witnessed English soldiers
first integrated school and a supshooting a member of the Irish
port service for the victims of
Republican Army, whose car
the violence.
careened out of control and killThe lecture, sponsored by the
ed three children.
University Center Board, is free
Beginning the sections of
and open to the public.
Belfast. the capital of Northern

MSU Homecoming News
Terry \ord. Dale, Ind., of the 14th Indiana Company E.
digs a treat* in preparation against the fiattle he and his
comrades know is imminent. In the background, Ron Con•
ners, Evansville. Ind., keeps his rifle ready to discourage
lone horsemen Who ride up to count enemy guns.

The JCPenney
Men's

COAT
CARAVAN
Our Largest Selection Ever!
Over 800 Coats and Jackets In Stock!!

'1 Down Will Hold
Your Outerwear Purchase Until
Dec. 1

With Regular Monthly Payments
NO Service Charge

25%

Two-time former Kentucky
Lt. Gov, Harry Lee Waterfield
will be the speaker and Dr.
Thomas B. Hogancamp, recently retired vice president at Murray State University, will be the
guest of honor at the fourth annual College of Business and
Public Affairs banquet on the
campus on Homecoming eve.,
Oct. 4.
To beging at 6 p.m. in the
ballroom of the Curris Center,
the dinner-reunion is among
many events and activities planned in celebration of the 53rd
Homecoming at Murray State
on Friday and Saturday, Oct.
4-5.
Dr. John A. Thompson, newly
appointed dean of the college,
said he expects a good turnout of
alumni and friends to hear
Waterfield, a Calloway County
native and 1932 alumnus, and to
pay tribute to Hogancamp, who
served Murray State 37 years
before his retirement earlier
this year.
Thompson said the occasion
will also mark the 50th anniversary of the first business courses
offered at Murray State.
Waterfield, who served as
Kentucky lieutenant governor
from 1955 to 1959 and again from
1963 to 1967, has had distinguished careers as a publisher,
farmer and insurance executive
as well as in politics. He now
lives in Frankfort.
He is chairman of the Murray
State University Foundation
board of trustees and served on
the board of regents from 1970 to
1974. His collection of papers
and mementos from his 30 years

Men's, women's and mixed
scramble teams will be competing in Murray State University's 16th annual Homecoming
Golf Tournament on Friday,
Oct. 4, at the 18-hole Frances E.
Miller Memorial Golf Course.
R.T.'"Buddy" Hewitt, Murray
State golf coach and tournament
director, said as many as 240
golfers can be accommodated
with the popular four-member
team scramble format, with
starting times between 7:30 and
9:30 a.m. and 11:30 a.m. and 2
p.m. on both the first and 10th
tees.
Play will mark the third year
for the tournament on the course
built by the MSU Foundation on
a 173-acre site six miles east of
Murray donated in 1979 by L.D.
Miller of Murray, a 1936 alumnus, and named in memory of
his wife, who was an avid golfer.
Construction of the 6,619 yard
championship course — located
on Ky. 280, which forks off Ky.94
— required two years. It was
opened for play on Memorial
Day weekend of 1983.
Hewitt said individual placques will be awarded to the winning teams of four men, four
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Men, women recall
many events from
the Civil War era
By MELINDA4VIGGINTON
Staff Writer
Three women dressed in
antebellum costume sit on the
edge of a wooded area, tending
their lemonade stand. •
A few feet away, men in Confederate uniforms take lessons
on how to load a cannon.
Across the field and over the
hills, Union forces dig trenches
and fire at a lone horseman.
They seerriout of place in 1985.
As well they should.
'Twentieth-century visitors take
pictures and ask all sorts of
questions of these odd-looking
people.
The women and men are part
of the Land Between the Lakes
Blue-Gray Affair re-enactment
of a Civil War battle.
The. ..i.v'omen
help visitors get
an idea of what it was like for the
Civil War woman on the home
front.
IA omen are often overlooked
in the role they played "for the
Cause."
As Debbie Sayre of Fort
Campbell says, "Women raised
over half the money for the Confederate troops by doing

•••

Sale 48.75

in public service and politics is
housed in the Pogue Special Collections Library.
Waterfield was awarded an
honorary doctoral degree by
Murray State in 1969 and was
named a Distinguished Alumnus
by the Alumni Association in
1974. The old student union
building was named for him in
1959 and then continued to bear
his name when it was converted
into the main campus library in
1978.
The Waterfield Center for
Business and Governmental
Research was also established
in the College of Business and
Public Affairs to honor
Waterfield.
Hogancamp retired as the
vice president for administrative services, a position
he held from 1968 to 1977 and
again from 1983 to 1985. He also
served as executive director of
the MSU Foundation from 1977
until his retirement.
A 1946 graduate of Murray
State and native of Bardwell in
Carlisle County, Hogancamp
began his long association with
Murray State in 1948 as an instructor of business. He became
head of the Department of
Business in 1952 and served as
dean of the School of Business
from 1965 to 1968.
He earned both the M.S. and
Ed.D. degrees at Indiana
University.
Reservations for the College
of Business and Public Affairs
banquet are $8 per person and
may be made by calling (5021
762-4181.

women, four seniors (60 and
over), and two men and two
women (mixed). Other awards
will include one for a putting
contest, closest-to-the-pin on the
18th hole, long drive on No. 14,
which is 435 years, general attendance and for the alumnus
who travels the greatest
distance to participate.
Golfers may reserve tee
times, form their foursomes
and/or reserve golf carts by
calling the course at (502)
762-2238. Private carts will also
be permitted for the tournament, according to Hewitt.
He emphasized that a
minimum contribution of $20 per
player to support the Murray
State golf team must be received no later than Friday. Sept. 20,
to guarantee a tee time. They
may be sent to: Miller Memorial
Golf Course, Route 6, Box 347 A,
Murray, Ky., 42071.
Information about other
Homdcoming weekend activities
Oct. 4-5 may be obtained by
visiting or calling the Office of
Alumni Affairs in Sparks Hall on
the campus, telephone (502)
762-3737.

FarmAid reaps public attention...
(Cont'd from page 1)

Also, register for
a FREE $25 gift
certificate to be given
away in our coat
department. Drawing
will be Sept. 28. No
purchase necessary.

tore boking- sm'artor than evet.
Office: 759-1400
Catalog: 759-4080

Prices Elfective Sept. 18 thru Sept. 22
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We're Proud to be Part of Murray and We're Here to Stay!

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. 42071
f

weren't so sure they'd been enlightened.
"I really just came for the music," said Tom Woodburn of Port
Byron.
During the telecast, viewers were asked to call
1-800-FARMAID with pledges of money. The call for pledges also
was carried over 156 commercial stations during three primetime hours of the concert syndicated by TNN.
Nelson has said he hopes to use the FarmAid money for cash 4.
grants to needy farmers, legal aid, counseling and job training, a
nationwide information hotline and a campaign to increase
awareness of farm problems.
He said raising money is only one FarmAid goal. The other is
spreading the word about the farmer's plight — reminding urbanites of-their links to the-riation!s• food producers- -Do I consider FarmAid a-success? Sure, look at all the press
'we have here:" said singer Billy Joel, gesturing-toward -some of
the hundreds of reporters on hand, the banks of television
cameras and microphones.
Some of the complexities and pain of some farmers' woes
seemed far away as music and thunderous applause filled the.
stadium, although singer John Fogerty told the audience:
"Next time you sit down to a meal remember it didn't come in a
cellophane bag from Safeway,some farmer put his whole life into
growing that food."
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PERSPECTIVE
Bank that flame
Restoration of the Statue of
Liberty, scheduled for completion next year in time to celebrate Miss Liberty's 100th
birthday, was so badly needed
that some segments of the
statue will have to be replaced altogether. One such
fragment is the flame that
leaps out of the torch held in
the statue's right hand. It's not
a real flame, of course, but a
structure made of copper
stripping and yellow cathe,dral glass meant to resemble
a flame. It, along with other
relics, will be placed in a new
museum to be opened ne
May in the statue's base.
But some boosters want the
flame to be used first in a nationwide fund-raising campaign to help raise the $230
million to pay for restoration
of the statue and of neighboring Ellis Island. They want the
flame to make the rounds of
county fairs, amusement
parks and various civic functions. One problem with that
is that the flame is very fragile; indeed, some of the glass
parts broke off last winter
when the flame was taken to
the Tournament of Roses Parade in Pasadena, Calif. Officials of the National Park Service are worried that much
more travel could do even
worse damage.
They have a point, and it's
hard to see why the flame

or any other object worth preserving — is needed for such a
tour. More than two-thirds of
the total needed for the restoration project has already
been raised, and the Ellis Islard renovation, which will
consume some $200 million of
the total cost, isn't scheduled
for completion until 1992.
Moreover, in the unlikely
event the campaign falls
short, the citizens of this country should be more than
pleased to step into the breach
through a congressional appropriation. (Indirectly, they
'ready contribute, since
onations to the project are
tax deductible.)
It's not that the idea of raising the entire $230 million privately was a bad one; in fact,
that's how the statue got built
in the first place. But some
companies that bought the
right to call themselves "official" purveyors during Miss
Liberty's centennial celebration have exceeded the bounds
of good taste in their attempts
to turn their altruism into
profits. The prospect for more
such enterprise is inherent in
a nationwide barnstorming
tour.
The Statue of Liberty is a
national treasure and deserves to be treated as such.
Keep the flame out of the
circus tent and leave it on Liberty Island, where it belongs.

letter to the editor
Dear Editor:
Now that most of the dust
from this year's Kentucky State
Fair has settled, it's a good time
to remember all of our Fair
freinds and say THANK YOU!
We are still receiving news
clippings which number in the
hundreds. And there is no accurate way to measure the
thousands of mentions on radio
and news stories on television.
The most important measure of
the Fair is QUALITY! — Was it
clean? Was it educational? Was
It fun? These positive images
were reflected in the audited
paid attendance which was
565,681 — the best since 1981!!
We believe -that your positive

- Mrray Ledger & Times

royko says

by mike royko

Reports of his death premature
•b•

It was last February when
Professor George Blanksten
became aware of a very sad
event in his life.
He had reason to visit his
physician. Nothing serious. But
a blood test was required.
The physician sent the bill for
the blood test to Medicare, since
Blanksten is 68 years old.
A few weeks passed, and
Blanksten received a letter rom
the Social Security Administration, which administers the
Medicare program, and it contained shocking news.
"They told me that I was
dead," Blanksten says, "and
therefore they could not honor
the bill."
Obviously, Blanksten was surprised. Although he isn't a kid
anymore, he feels pretty good —
even spry on one of his better
days.
He's alive enough to teach
political science, specializing in
Latin American politics, at Northwestern University.
Along with the letter —._Achich
had been addressed to
Blanksten's "estate" — was a
form that he could fill out if he
wanted his alleged death
reviewed.
Naturally, he filled it out and
sent it in. since he didn't want

word getting around that he was
dead any sooner than is absolutely necessary.
Soon his estate received
another letter. Once again, it
was a blank form, the very same
form he had already filled out.
So, he filled it out again and
sent it in.
Apparently, he had engaged
either a bureaucrat or a computer in some kind of duel.
He would send in the completed form. And it or he or she
would respond by sending him
another blank form to fill out.
This went on for months, with
him filling out the form and
them or it sending him the same
blank form to fill out. He finally
contacted his congressman's office. and somebody there said
they would look into it.
And that finally brought him a
response from Social Security.
The agency said: "As requested, we have reviewed your
entire claim to decide whether
our original determination was
correct ... A specially trained
person reviewed the claim. This
person did not take part in the
original review ... And we have
found the decision made on this
claim was correct. Our reason
for this decision is as follows:

According to our records the
date of death occurred prior to
the date of the service."
In other words, he was still
dead. Why, he was dead even
before he went in for the blood
test. Some doctor.
Even worse, he doesn't know
when tie died or what it was that
did him in.
"That part really gets me. I
asked them for the date of my
death and the circumstances of
my death, and they won't tell
me."
Hoping that a face-to-face
meeting might help, the professor went to the Social Security office in Glenview. He took a
number, a seat on a bench, and
waited to be called.
When his number came up. he
tried to explain to a female
bureaucrat that he was not
dead.
"That's what you say," she
said, leading him to believe that
they must get a lot of dead people posing as the living. And she
gave him more of the forms he
had already filled out.
But he hopes that there still remains a chance that he might be
allowed to return to life.
The last letter — the one in
which he was declared dead by
an impartial "specially trained

person" — did hold out one slim
hope.
It said: "If you do not agree
with our findings, you can request a fair hearing within six
months of this date.
So he sent them a letter, asking for a fair hearing.
"I haven't heard anything
from them yet, but I'm hoping
for a fair chance to convince
them that I am alive
He hasn't decided what he'll
do at a hearing to show them he
isn't a cadaver. Possibly a soft
shoe dance or. if the hearing of
ficer is a female, a lascivious
grin or even a pinch on her
bottom.
In the meantime, he is thinking of taking legal action under
the Freedom of Information Act.
"It bothers me that they won't
tell me anything about the circumstances of my death. So I
might take action on that.
"The least I should be able to
do is visit my own grave."
Note: After this column appeared in Chicago, the Social
Security Administration said
they have investigated and are
going to return Professor
Blanksten to the world of the living. The profes'sor says he feels
better already.1

0,
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looking back
and comprehensive new
coverage of this annual
statewide salute to Kentucky's
people is a major factor in the
Fair's attendance.
Since it is impossible to thank
each of your people individually,
please print this letter. Again,
thank you for being a big part of
the Pride of Kentucky, the Kentucky State Fair.
Sincerely,
Judy Weganast and
Don Smith
Media Office
Kentucky State Fair
and Exposition Center
P.O. Box 37130
Louisville, Ky.

THE WHITE HOUSE
wASHINGTON

International Newspaper Carrier Day

On this International Newspaper Carrier Day,
I am pleased to have the opportunity to commend
and congratulate those who deliver America's
newspapers.
Millions rely on you for the news and vital
information they need daily in order to be
responsible, productive citizens of. our Republic.
You can take considerable pride in your key role
in keeping our nation informed. This is the very
basis of democracy.
The United States continues to be free in part
beCause of those who report, publish and relay
the news. You are an essential component of
this process. On behalf of all Americans, thank
you for your very important contribution. Again,
congratulations on a job well done.

Ten years ago
Army Capt. Lance E. Booth,
son of Col. Lance Booth, Rt. 5,
Murray, has completed a
36-week infantry office advanced course at Army Infantry
School, Fort Benning, Ga.
Calloway County residents
contributed $6,023 to Heart
Drive in 1975, according to Mrs.
Willard Ails, county chairman.
The Theta Department of
Murray Woman's Club has as its
project for the year, "Blind Corners in Murray," with Mrs.
Arlie Scott, Mrs. A.L. Hough and
Mrs. Gene Bailey on the
committee.
Mike Tabers, seventh grader
at Murray Middle School, and
Todd Lawson, fourth grader at
Robertson School, have been
named as winners in Bicenten!Val Poster Contest to promote
voter registration. •
" Second annual Campers' Fair
was held at Piney Campground
in the Land Between the Lakes
this past weekend.
Twenty years ago
Mary Robbins, daughter of
Mrs. Ray Robbins, and Eddie
West, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ed
West, students at Murray High
school, have been named semifinalits in 1965-66 Merit Scholarship Competition, according to
Eli Alexander. school principal.
Capt. Jim Perkins of ROTC,
Murray State College, will speak
about "Summer Camp_ Activities of ROTC" at meeting

tonight of Kiwanis Club at South
Side Restaurant.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Howard Wallace
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Folger.
Miss Patricia Jean Lamb,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Lamb, and Larry
Miller, son of Parvin Miller and
Mrs. Reva Lackey, were married Sept. 20 by Henry Hargis at
his home.
Mrs. B.C. Harris presented a
program on "The History of the
Hogarth Curve" at a meeting of

Thirty years ago
Actual construction of swimming pool at Murray Country
Club started Sept. 19 with
Robert Etherton as chairman of
the committee. Also construction on the golf course is
continuing.
Shirley Geurin is drum major
for Murray State College Band.
Majorettes include Patsy

•
Buchanan and Fidelia Austin of
Murray, Fonciene Keene of
Union City, Tenn.. Maurelle
Kirksey of Paduch and Blanche
Pulley of Franklin.
The Methodist Men's Club of
First Methodist church with
D.L. Divelbiss as chain/Ian will
conduct a community religious
census on Sept. 25.
James Overby spoke about
"Status of Women in Kentucky"
at a meeting of Murray Business
and Professional Women's Club
held at Murray Woman's Club
House.

. —

thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
Ir
se you are one of those
who are itical of our system of
criminal justivt . take a look at
this recent Al' disp.ttch from
Louisville:
..
3 jury has recommended
5.905 years, plus life, in
prison for a Louisville man
for a series of robberies and
other crimes.
Now, before you laugh too
hard, you should know that the
next sentence of the story tells us
that this same man "could be
eligible for parole in 10 years."
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Events planned, Oaks Club

.tipeakcs will speak

Ladies' day events at
Oaks Country Club will
be held Wednesday.
Sept. 25.
Bridge will be played
at 9:30 a.m. with
Suzanne Doyle, phone
753-8250, as hostess.
A potluck picnic will
be served at noon.
Golf will be played at
9:30 a.m. with Murrelle
Walker. phone 753-4517,
and Essie Caldwell,
phone 753-4920, as
hostesses.
Pairings will be made
at the tee. All women
are urged to come as it
will be a fun day for all,
the hostesses said.
Winners of the luncheon day golf scramble
on Sept. 18 have been

Poet Richard Speakes. a new member of the
English faculty at Murray State University this
year, will read from his work at 7'30 p.m. on
%%edriesday, Sept. 25. in the Barkley Lecture
Room. Curtis Center. MSU The reading is open
to the public. In addition to his two published
books. Hannah's Travels and Necessities.
Speakes poems have appeared in numerous
magazines, including The lot% a Revievt. The
Georgia Review. Prairie Schooner and Quarterly West He taught prevaikisly at the University
of .Washington and at the University of New
(Weans He won the Dearborn Award in 1975 and
the Graston Award in 1950, both made to writers
from the t rniversity of Washington w here he
earned both the B A and M S degrees
i/Cre
Mr and Mrs Elmo Bidwell of Murray
have
had as their guests their dituhters. Miss
Linda
Ittitwi'!! it Lexington and Mrs Chuck
Overbey
and M
overbey of lanilsvihe The Overbeys
also visited his parents. Mr and Mrs Charles
erbe it Cal% sit City

Members of Preceptor Omicron Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi held
their first regular
meeting of the sorority
year on Thursday. Sept.
5.
ha Brown was hostess
and entertained the
group with a trip to the
movies followed by
refreshments of popcorn and Cokes.
Later the group met in
the home of Mrs.
Brown. Glenda Wilson
was in charge of the program entitled "Country
Handcrafts."
Chapter sisters
revealed their secret
sisters and drew names
for 1985-86.
Members present
were Brenda Estes,
Peggy Shoemaker, ha
B rown, Barbara
Chilcutt, Lois Ruiz,
Glenda Wilson, Rowena
E merson, Joyce
Thomas, Barbara
Williams and Mary
Graves.

Tt-/cr Scott Boggess horn
Mr and Mrs Tommy Boggess. 1i1OSA College
Farm Rd . Murray. are the parents of a son.
Tyler Scott, weighing seven pounds 15 ounces.
measuring 20 inches, born on Saturday. Sept. 14.
at 11
a m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital The mother is the former Sheila
McKenzie Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Floyd McKenzie of Murray and James S. Boggess and the late Carolyn Boggess of Dexter.
Great-grandparents are Mrs. Catherine Andrus
of Dexter Mrs. Mary Boggess. Murray. and
Rufus Rule littlizsey. One aunt is Amy Boggess
and one _uncle :siii-licky . 711cKenzi.e.

!lc:m(1(m in ,otall Kt )rca
Army Spei 4 Mark E Herndon. son id Hobt•rt
E and .loan M. Herndon of RL 5. Murray. has_arrived for duty in Smith Korea Herndon. a
helicopter repairer with the 2nd Infantry Division. was previously assigned at Fort Hood.
Texas. His wife. Teresa. is the daughter of Lida
Wheeler of Murray.

Cypress Springs Restaurant
Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake

Open Everyday Except Monday
This Week's Special
21 pc. Shrimp Dinner or Fried Oysters

3•99

Your Choice $

(Reg. $5.25 & $5.95)
Offer Good Sept. 24-Sept. 29
Owners
121 South

and Sue Williams
Approximately
miles South of Murray

Louie

Located
15

Coming cominunitt eent
v s are announced
Monday,Sept. 23
762-3399, 753-7764 or
753-7663.
— ———
"Ballroom and
Western Dancing" will
be offered for five MonPrepared Caesarean days at 7 p.m.
in Room
Class will be at 7 p.m. in 226, Stewart
Stadium,
third floor classroom, Murray State
UniversiMurray-Calloway Coun- ty. For
information call
ty Hospital. For infor- 762-4159
.
mation call 753-5131 or
— ———
753-6821.
District 17 Unit 1 of
—— ——
Licensed Practical
AA and Al-Anon will Nurses will
meet at 7
have closed meetings at p.m. in private
dining
8 p.m. at First Christian room of Murra
yChurch, Benton. For in- Calloway
County
formation call 753-0061. Hospital.
Monday. Sept. 23
Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted
Masons will have a called meeting at 7:30 p.m.
at lodge hall.

BR )1V/1
CMC113117s
at MOVICS

Joy Waldrop, guidance counselor for Calloway
County Elementary Schools, will speak Thursday. Sept 2t1. at 9 a.m at Parent and Child
Education Class in Room 225. Roy Stewart
Stadium. Murray State University. Mrs.
Waldrop will discuss the Kentucky Central Skills
Test, explaining the testing and grade placement
of the test

436-5496

On Sale: New Rattan
With an Heirloom Look

Wierray Ledger & Times
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released by Vickie
Oliver, hostess, as
follows:
First place — Maxine
Pranger, Florence
Hensley, Sue Stone and
Grace James;
Second place — Murrelle Walker, Carolyn
Parks, Earlene Woods,
Essie Cadlwell and Sue
Wells:
Third place — Laura
Parker, Kathryn
Outland, Belinda Elliott
and Cheryl Darnell:
Fourth place
Shelba Barnett, Erma
Tuck, Carol Dick and
Shirley Wade.

Burkcen

By Abigail
Van Buren

Bible Camp's Faith Test Gets
Flunking Grade From Dad
DEAR ABBY: Our son recently is, he should be relieved of his
returned from a Bible camp spon- responsibilities as a teacher and
sored by our local church where the counselor until he is treated and
following incident occurred:
recovers.
It was late evening when 25 to 3;
kids, aged 13 and 14, were in the
* * *
main dormitory with the lights out.
Suddenly a dozen or so men in
DEAR ABBY: I am the swimming
camouflage uniforms burst into the
dorm with lanterns. One was armed supervisor for the Elmira Heights
with a shotgun, another had a rifle. (N.Y.) Swimming Program. Earlier
They said they were an anti-Chris- this week. I discussed a letter in
tian organization. No one was al- your column with my Basic Water
!Owed to leave and several children Safety class. It concerned the woman
were shoved and cuffed to indicate whose husband la non-swimmer)
fell out of a boat and nearly drowned
that they meant business.
At first some kids laughed, then because be wasn'ti. wearing a life
they became terrified and began to jackal. Two days later, a similar
cry. Several children managed to tragedy occurred on a lake near
slip out through' a side door and here. A man and his daughter
duck into a school
where they drowned when their boat capsized.
hid under the seats. Two girls were Neither was wearing a life jacket.
Because of this, the lifeguards in
known to be held by the man who
was carrying the rifle. Two shots our area urged me to write and
were fired, and some of the kids thank you for reminding non-swimassumed the girls were dead. Mean- mers to wear life jackets. But, Abby,
while, three other girls ran to a please stress that life jackets, vests
nearby cabin inhabited by some and cushions are important not only
locals who became frightened and for non-swimmers, hut for every
person who gets into a boat. Accicalled the police.
The police arrived and contacted dents do happen, and no matter how
the camp counselor who, by the well a person can swim, there is
way, was a respected teacher and always the possibility that an injury
wrestling coach. He admitted it was could prevent the most competent
a mock raid to show the kids what swimmer from saving himself.
Many tragedies could be avoided
could happen to Christian children
if everyone who gets into a boat
in some non-Christian countries!
My wife still thinks this was a would wear a life vest. Can you
good "educational experience" for believe that some people won't wear
our son, and that I missed the point life vests because they think they
I am angry, to say the least. Would don't look good in them! If they're
you say this was educational? Your unconscious, it doesn't matter how
good they look, or how good they
comments, please.
ANGRY IN RICHFIELD, MINN. can swim.
DEBORAH FISK
AND THE LIFEGUARDS
DEAR ANGRY: It was indeed
educational. You parents learned
DEAR DEBORAH AND LIFEthat the Bible camp counselor
used unforgivably poor judgment GUARDS: Thanks for writing.
when he subjected your children You may have saved some lives
to an act of terrorism to make a today because you cared enough
to write.
point.
Although the raid was mock,
* * *
the emotional impact of that
horrifying experience was very
real to those children, who may
(Every teen-ager should know the
later need therapy to recover truth about
sex, drugs and how
be
from recurring nightmares. Your happy. For Abby's booklet, send to
your
anger is justified. Your wife name and address clearly printed with
a check or money order for $2.50 and a
missed the point.
I think the counselor should long, stamped (39 cents)self-addressed
to: Dear Abby,Teen Booklet,
be psychiatrically examined. envelope
P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif.
And if he is as sick as I think he 90038.1
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REVIVAL
First Baptist

Cheung offe the
natural texture
and mellow tones
of antiques.

Church
203 S. 4th St.

Pier I s Cheung group transcends the
whims of style. for Chinese craftsmen
use weaving techniques Perfected
before the time of Marco Polo Touch
the sensuous texture of tightly woven.
curvaceous forms Honey-color lacquer
applied ever so lightly, protects the rattar
while preserving the look that says its
been in your family for generations
Come. select Cheung furnishings this
week at great savings

Sept. 22
Sept. 27
Dr. Robert White,
Evangelist

l'hineve Cheling
Armchair: :45"H 411r
reg.- 1419:9Ir
- • $X9'.99
Table: 343"1.14241
reg. 99.99
$79.99
tier: 44'1.44:45••H.
reg. 219.99
$179.99
SII%P an additional Ilr';, ah
%flu purchome the Tpiece •{C

Pastor of First Baptist, Paducah

.

rThe continuing Adventure

••

Hours:
M•F 9-6
Sat. 9-5
Sun. 1-5

Nit

POPN•

Bel Air Center "Murray
.

Sunday Morning 10:45 a.m.
Nightly 7 p.m.
Dr. Greg Earwood, Pastor
W me-Halley, Musk Director.
Nursery Available
Transportation Provided
Call 753-1854

Monday,Sept. 23

Tuesday. Sept. 74
Racer Club will meet Community Center
at 6 p.m. at Seven Seas Building, H.H. Lovett
Restaurant.
Park, Benton, at 10:30
————
a.m.
Parents Anonymous
————
will meet from 6 to 8
Story Hours will be at
p.m. For information 10:30 a.m. Emd 3:30 p.m.
call 762-6862, days, or at Calloway Public
762-6851.
Library.
————
————
Adult Great Books
Mothers Morning Out
Discussion Group will will be at 9 a.m. at First
discuss the book, Cat- United Methodist
cher In The Rye by J.D. Church.
Salinger, at 7 p.m. at
————
Calloway Public
B a z a
a
r
Library.
Workshop/Lunch will be
——— —
at 10 a.m. at First
United Methodist
Tuesday,Sept. 24
Church.
Murray Lions Club
————
will have its ladies night
Western Kentucky
with Lions District
Governor Jim Miller as Presbytery meeting will
speaker at 6:30 p.m. at be from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Good Shepherd United at First Presbyterian
Methodist Church, Church.
————
Highway 121 South at
Eva Wall Mission
Cherry Corner.
Group of Memorial Bap————
Murray TOPS (take tist Church will meet at
off pounds sensibly) 2 p.m. at church.
————
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
Humane Society of
at Health Center.
Calloway County will
——— —
Attorney General meet at 6:30 p.m. at The
David Armstrong will Feedbag at Hazel.
————
speak at 4 p.m. in Room
Senior Adults of First
423, Fine Arts Center,
Murray State Baptist Church will
have a potluck luncheon
University.
at
noon in Fellowship
— ———
Murray Elementary Hall of church.
————
School PTO will meet at
Senior citizens ac7 p.m. at Robertson
tivities will be at 9:30
Center.
a.m. at Dexter Center;
————
Parent-Teacher Con- from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
ferences will be from Hazel and Douglas
3:15 to 6:15 p.m. at Centers; from 10 a.m. to
Calloway County High 3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
————
School. No appointSinking Spring Bapments are necessary.
tist Church Men and
————
AA will meet at 8 p.m. Women will meet at 7
at American Legion p.m. at church
Building, South Sixth parsonage.
————
and Maple Streets.
Eight-week course,
————
Founder's Day will be "Accounting for' Nonobserved at 7:30 p.m. in Accountants." will start
auditorium of Wrather at 6 p.m. in Room 307
West Kentucky North, Business
Museum, Murray State Building, Murray State
University. An open University. For inforhouse will follow in the mation call 762-2716.
——_
museum galleries.
Wednesday,Sept. 25
————
Free government
Andy Gurley,
classical guitarist, and commodities will be
Faculty Brass Quintet distributed from 9 a.m.
will be featured in to 3:30 p.m. at Calloway
Faculty Showcase County Road
Recital at 8 p.m. in Department.
————
Recital Hall Annex,
Hazel and Douglas
Fine Arts Center, Murray State University. Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Admission is $3.
for activities of senior
————
citizens.
Health Express of
————
Murray-Calloway CounLadies day events,at
ty Hospital will be at Oaks Country Club will
Dexter Senior Citizens be golf and bridge at
Center from 10 a.m. to 9:30 a.m. and potluck
noon and at Douglas luncheon at noon.
Center, Murray, from
— ———
1:30 to 3:30 p.m.
Ladies day events at
————
Murray Country Club
Living With diabetes will be golf and bridge
meeting will be at 2 p.m. at 9:30 a.m. and lunin third floor classroom, cheon at noon.
Murray-Calloway Coun————
ty Hospital.
Auditions for
————
"Grease" to be
Agape Fellowship will presented by Murray
meet at 10:30 a.m. in State University
Theatre will be at 7 p.m.
in Lovett Auditorium,
MSU.
——— —
Ladies Bible Class of
University Church of
Christ will meet at 10
a.m. with a potluck luncheon to follow.
————
Sale of about 2,400
books by Associates of
Murray State UniversiLETS GET SLIMED
ty Libraries ( AMSUL
ONE MORE TIME.
will be from 9 a.m. to
3:30 p.m. in front of
THEY'RE BACIY
Harry Lee Waterfield
central center 753-3314 Libra
ry on MSU
campus.
————
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Skywalk at 2 p.m.
Based on a true story.
at Golden Pond Visitor
Center Planetarium.
————
An exhibit of bronze
7 iit 9 VI
sculpture and works in
other media by Clay
Furches will be on upper level of Clara M.
Eagle Gallery, Fine
Arts Center, Murray
State University.
————
Health Express of
Nothing
Murray-Calloway Coun-_
can stop it. IE
ty Hospital w111 be on
court square in Murray
from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and
1 to 3 p.m.
VIDEO TAPE
—— ——
VCR RENTALS
Bereavement Support
Mon.-Sal. II ain-10 pm
Sun. I pm•I0 pm
((ont'd on page 14)
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New babies and dismissals listed
The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital has
released the dismissals
for Friday, Sept. 20. No
newborn admissions
were listed.
Dismissals
Miss Lorraine Steen,
125 Shady Oaks Trailer
Ct., Murray; Mrs.
Janice Pace, 512 South
Seventh St., Murray;
Mrs, Sarah Wofford, Rt.
2, Bucharoa, Tenn.;
Mrs. Kimberly Scott,
Rt. 1, Dexter; Douglas
Smith, 909 Rogers St.,
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
Vicky West, Rt. 4,
Mayfield; Mrs. Tammy
Myatt and baby boy, 718
Fairlane, Murray;
Mrs. Cindy Hutson
and baby girl, Rt. 1. Box
97A, Dexter; Mrs. Pattie Jones, Rt. 1, Murray ; Mrs. Janice
Holmes, Rt. 1, Sedalia;
Mrs. Lorena Marshall, 810 Hurt Dr., Murray; Terry Buckingham, Rt. 2, Hazel;
Mrs. Mary Parks, 305
North 10th St., Murray;
Mrs. Ruby Denning, Rt.
5, Murray;
Lloyd Parker, Box 14.
New Concord; Mrs.
Patricia Tharpe, 409
East Irvan St., Paris,

Foster baby girl, parents, Mike and byn,
parents, Ernest and 110 North Ninth St.,
Shebrenda, 639 Man- Murray.
,
dalay Rd., Paris, Term.;
Dismissals
Hastin baby boy,
Mark Cassity, Rt. 5,
parents, Jerry and Cin- Benton; Miss Lisa
dy, 205 Atkins Dr., Rickman, Rt. 1, Almo;
Paris, Term.;
Larry Rogers, Fox
Edwards baby girl, Meadows Trailer Court,
parents, Henry and .Murray;
Nola, Rt. 5, Box 109,
Mrs. Nancy French
Benton;
and baby boy, Rt. 6, Box
Ryan baby boy. 261A, Mayfield, Mrs.

Tenn.; Mrs. Debbie
Newborn admissions
Mrs. Opal Harned,
Kinsland, Box 315, Big 1608 Catalina, Murray; and dismissals at
Sandy, Tenn.
Allen McCuiston, Box Murray-Calloway Coun—— ——
166, New Concord; Mrs. ty Hospital for Sunday.
Cora Todd, Rt. 1, Sept. 22, have been
Newborn admissions Kirksey;
Oscar Mc- released as follows:
and dismissals at Clain (expired) ConNewborn admissions
Murray-Calloway Coun- valescent Division,
Howard baby girl,
ty Hospital for Satur- MCCH.
parents, John and
day, Sept. 21, have been
Kathy, Rt. 1, Mayfield;
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
McDonald baby girl,
parents, Mike and Carrie, Box 261, Benton;
Clapp baby girl,
parents, Donald and
Sheri, 339 South 16th St.,
Apt. 1, Mayfield;
Dismissals
Mrs. Joyce Overbey,
1507 Sycamore St., Murray; Mrs. Kathy Lee
and baby girl, Rt. 1, Box
154A, Dexter; Mrs.
Darla Joiner, Rt. 5,
Cadiz;
Roger Hudson, Rt. 3,
Murray; Miss Angela
Fulton, Kentucky - South Fulton, Tennessee
Dwyer, Box 238A,
University Station, MurPRINCESS PAGEANT•BANANA SPLIT Ei
ray; Charlie Neely, Rt.
ONNET CONTEST•K1DDIE PARADE•C,
1, Waverly, Term.;
SALE•1300K SALE•ARTS & CRAFTS•FI
Hal Snyder, Rt. 2,
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
RK FAIR•MUSIC! MUSIC! MUSIC!*BAN
Blanch Pittman, Box 37,
& LUNCHEON•HOME TOUReBANM
New Concord; Mrs.
BARBECUEel-TON BikiA
>73UDDIr
Michelle Travis , 1613
College Farm Rd.,
77) -41CAN CELEBRATI
Murray;
TING(IN

BANANA
FE
ST
IV
AL
"A Whole Bunch of Fun!"

FREE

TEST•

ID Card
consisting of photograph, fingerprints,
& description of your child.

Wednesday, Sept. 25th
and
Saturday, Sept. 28th
10 a.m. — 4 p.m.
*Call for appointment

•

Take advantge of our
SEPTEMBER SPECIAL
2 prints for the price of 1
472-2975
For Information

Nancy Haverstock and
Frances Parker;
Tee 4 — Betty Lowry,
Toni Hopson, Edith Garrison and Rowena
Cullom;
Tee 5 — Jerlene
Sullivan, Betty Stewart,
Freda Steely and Patty
Claypool;
Tee 6 — Pam Mavity,
Madelyn Lamb, Nancy
Fandrich, Billie C,ohoon
and LaVerne Ryan;
Tee 7 — Mary Bogard,
Polly Seale, Jane Fitch
and Peggy Shoemaker;
Tee 8 — Judy
Latimer, Genevieve
Loge!, Martha Sue
Ryan, Elizabeth
Slusmeyer and Mary
Bazzell;

Snap Shot
!Photo
I HOUR PHOTO DEVELOPING
Olympic P/ozo Murray K y 7$-9347
OPEN MON THRU SAT 9 AM to 6 PM
Also, Poplar Bluff, MO and Paragould, AR

September 23-28
Monday thru Saturday

Tee 9 — Inus Orr,
Virginia Schwettman,
Della Miller, Mary Belle
Overbey and
Sue
Costello.
Winners from golf
play on Sept. 18 have
been announced by
Edith Garrison, hostess,
as follows:
Championship flight
— Betty Jo Purdom,
first, Jerlene Sullivan,
second;
First flight — Betty
Stewart and Toni Hopson, tied for first;
Second flight — Anna
Mary Adams, first,
Freda Steely and
Ethelene McCallon, tied
for second;
Third flight — Carole
Edwards, first. Peggy
Shoemaker, second;
Overall low putts —
Madelyn Lamb.

13502
24390
34951
88661
88852
7033
13751
23801
65721
74081

ar-q1

64431
25068
15068
15152
91860
91878
42191
4204
4905

Sewing machine
Was $244.99
Power Mate Vacuum
Was $354.99
Upright Vacuum
Was $254.99
1.4-2 stage-Micro Wave Oven Was $349.99
1.4-3 stage-Micro Wave Oven Was $499.99
Built in Dishwasher
Was $484.99
Lg Cap Washer-White
Was $469.99
Ex Cap Washer-White
Was $519.99
Ex Cap Dryer-White
Was $364.99
19.9 Cu. Ft. Refrigerator Was $899.99
with icemaker-White
14.0 Cu. Ft. Refrigerator White Was $559.99
6.0 Cu. Ft. Upright Freezer
Was $299.99
6.0 Cu. Ft. Chest Freezer Was $299.99
15.0 Cu. Ft. Chest Freezer
Was $364.99
Dual Cassette Stereo
Was $244.99
Rack Dual Cassette Stereo
Was $299.99
19 In. Color T.V.
Was $349.99
19 In. Color T.V. Remote Control Was $399.99
25 In. Console Color T.V. Was $559.99

Now 134"
Now 989°c
Now 924"
Now $239"
Now $299"
Now $299"
Now $35999
Now :39999
Now $299"
Now $749"

Save $110
Save $165
Save $130
Save $110
Save $200
Save $185
Save $110
Save $120
Save $65
Save $150

Now $48999
Now $259"
Now $25999
Now $29999
Now $15499
Now $19999
Now $299"
Now $319"
Now $43999

Save $70
Save $40
Save $40
Save $65
Save $90
Save $100
Save $50
Save $80
Save $120

-

Jim Miller
former Jerleene (Jerry)
Fesmire of Paducah.
They have one
daughter. Jamie, and
two sons. Tom and
Bruce.
All members and
their ladies are urged to
attend the meeting on
Tuesday.
Some toxic wastes hr
West Germany are
disposed of in briekedup caverns in old salt
mines whose formations
have been stable for 250
million years and are
presumbly immutable
for eons more, National
Geographic reports.

Register For One Year Supply of Sears Detergent Drawing Septem
ber 30, 1985

Each ol lht'e aavertiro items s rJ1y .,1,1.11Dle tor sale et, ,0ertIse4i
• .1

, Phone
753-2310
'Most metchdlndise dvaIdDIe
lot pick up wiihin le* clay
Salisfactson guaranfood •
of your money back
Soots. Ro•OucA an0 Co.

VAS
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Bel-Air Center
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Mrs. Ida Ellen McKinney (expired), 1208
Olive St., Murray;
George McCreery, (expired( Box 165. West
View Nursing Home,
Murray.

KEEP
A LIVING RECORD
OF YOUR CHILD

September 24-28, 1985

District Governor Will
speak for Murray Club

r

Evans, 202 South Ilth
St., Murray; William
Smith, 1621 Loch Lomond Dr
Murray;
Robert Lata, Box 224,

Child ID Photo

Bridge, golf, luncheon
planned, Murray Club

Lion District 43-K
Governor Jim Miller
will speak at Ladies
Night event of Murray
Lions Club. The event
will be Tuesday. Sept.
24, at 6:30 p.m. at Good
Shepherd United
Methodist Church.
Miller worked for 31
years for the Naval Ordnance Laboratory in
Silver Spring, Md. After
34 years of Naval service (active and as a
civilian) he retired and
moved back to his home
state of Kentucky in
January 1979 and now
resides at Reidland.
He obtained his B.A
degree in physics from
the University of
Louisville after serving
for three years of active
duty on a minesweeper
in the Pacific theater of
operations during World
War II.
Miller joined the
Reidland-Farley Lions
Club shortly after moving to Reidland and has
since served as tamer,
-first— vice
president and president.
In Distict 43-K Cabinet
he has served as zone
chairman, deputy
district governor and
lieutenant governor.
He is married to the

Pamela Warren, Rt. 4,
Camden, Term.; Miss
Jill Crosslin, Rt 1,
Mayfield,
Mrs Marilyn Harris,
Rt, 3, Murray; Mrs..
Shirley Sheridan and
baby boy, Rt. 3, Box 236,
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs
Tammy Rogers. Rt. 1,
Farmington;
Mrs. Roxann Smith,
Rt. 2, Hazel; Mrs. Ilene

PAGE 5

23rd Annual International

fili

Bridge. golf and a luncheon will be the events
by ladies of the Murray
Country Club on
Wednesday, Sept. 25.
Dorothy Overbey is
listed as the hostess for
bridge at 9:30 a.m.
A luncheon will be
served at noon with Mug
Rigsby and Frances
Hulse as chairmen of
the hostesses. Reservations should be made by
today.
Other hostesses listed
are Betty Scott, Jerlene
;Sullivan, Hazel Furgerson, Kay Ray, Betty Jo
Purdom, Linda
Haverstock, Anna Ruth
Harris. Shirley Boone,
Leta Rushing, Rainey
Apperson, Dot Emerson
and Laverne Rutledge.
The ladies will play an
18-hole scramble starting at 9:30 a.m. Those
not listed in the lineup
who would like to play
are asked to call Toni
Hopson, golf hostess, or
come and be assigned to
a team on Wednesday
morning.
The teams are as
follows:
Tee IA — Faira Alexander, Cathryn Garrott,
Mary Frances Bell and
Frances Richey;
Tee 1B — Venela Sexton, Margaret Shuffett,
Ethelene McCalion and
Chris Graham;
Tee 2 — Frances
Hulse, Louise Lamb,
Anna Mary Adams and
Euldene Robinson;
Tee 3 — Betty Jo Purdom. Diane Villanova,

MONI1A1', SEPTEMBER 23, 1985
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Your Individual
Horoscope

etr17)ei
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OBITUARIES
Anthony Lamar Fike dies on Sunday Mrs.
McKinney
Anthony Lamar Fike. 27, of
of Bob Fike and Dorothy
dies; funeral
2004 College Farm Rd., Murray,
Eldridge Fike.
died Sunday at 9:45 a.m. at BapSurvivors are his wife, Mrs.
will be Tuesday
tist Memorial Hospital. MemDebbie Evans Fike, to whom he
phis. Tenn.

What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say,
read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR TUESDAY. SEPTEMBER 24, 1985
His death followed
ARIES
an extended illness.
SCORPIO
(Mar 21 to Apr 19)
A used car dealer, he was a
•
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
COE 'Member
Club activities lead to new friendof Sugar Creek Baptist
You'll be making some beneficial
ships. A heart-felt intent in your work
changes around home base. A party Church.
makes all the difference between
Born March 19. 1958. in
would,do you and a loved one a world
success and failure.
Calloway County, he was the son
of good tonight.
TAURUS
SAG ITTA.RIUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
ita
Luck continues for you on the
Behind-the-scenes moves are
career front. Innovative methods will
favored careerwise. Good news
succeed. Feelings grow deeper in
comes via phone or letter. Find
romance. Rapport is assured.
constructive uses for originality
GEMINI
CAPRICORN
May 21 to June 20)
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Opportunity awaits you at a disFriends give useful business tips.
Graveside services for
tance. A partner widens your perFinancial luck is possible today. Save Whitney Nicole
Rogers were
spective on life. Some begin a
the nighttime hours for cultural fare Sunday at 2:30
p.m. at West
freelance project from the home.
. or romance.
Fork Cemetery. The Rev.
CANCER
AQUARIUS
George Culp Jr. officiated.
i.June 21 to July 22)
416 (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Though you can afford a little
It should be a lucky day for you Home
was in charge of
risk taking in investments, you still
with gains socially and on the job. arrangem
ents.
need to be wary of details and fine
You're in a good mood, but don't put
The baby girl was stillborn
print. Relax after dark.
on weight.
Saturday at 1:55 a.m. at
LEO
PISCES
1411110 Murray -Calloway County
.1 pi) 23 to Aug. 22)
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
MINK Hospital. •.
A partner opens your eyes to a new
Someone who fascinates you menSurvivors are her parents. Mr.
way to have fun, Late in the day is the
tally is also romantically appealing to
and Mrs. Keith Rogers. and one
best time to mix business and
you today. Maintain a low profile for
brother, Ryan Keith Rogers. Rt.
Pleasure'.
career successes.
1. Farmington, Coldwater comVIRGO
YOU BORN TODAY are creative
munity: grandparents. Mr. and
Aug 23 to Sept 22)
and intellectual. You're at home in an
_Mrs. Lee Rogers, Rt--1, FarmYou needn't be-aggressive, but you
artistic milieu and will have success
can use originality in your approach
as a writer, actor, musician or painter. ington. and Mr. and Mrs. Barry
to the job. Creativity is also a plus for
You can get by on your wits, but can Steele, Locust Drive. Murray;
yOU.
do better than that with application. great-grandparents. Mr. and
LIBRA
At times, depression can also get to Mrs. Guy Hill, Madison Heights.
Sept 23 to(ict.22)
you. However, if you keep yourself Mich., Mr. and Mrs. Richard A.
Look for new ways to have fun
busy, you can work your way out of Steele. Jensen Beach. Fla., Mrs:
today It's also a good time to begin a
the blues. You'd make a good public Lovie Finney. Rt. 1. Farmsavings program. Judgment is shrewd
servant and are naturally interested ington. and Mr. and Mrs. Rudy
when shopping
Rogers. Mayfield.
in community affairs.

1st

GraN eside rites
held SundaN for
hitney Rogers

WiNiriaS VIVINVIVINWit-1-1171.

Just for You Senior Citizens
Every Monday through Wednesday receive a
FREE drink with any meal.

Dockside Platter
8 Oz. Chopped Sirloin
Salad Bar

);

•

MONDAY. SEPTEMBER 23, 1985

Fraaces Drake

Menu Sampler

— —

—

P.S. Be sure to iet the cashier
know you're "Young at heart"
(55 years or above).

s299
$399

s2"

Hwy 641 North, Murray, Ky. Open 4 p.m. Mon.-Sat. 753-4141

gi*

*eas
Lee Kinsolving:

"OUR PRIME LENDING RATE IS 9.50%
ARE YOU PAYING MORE ON YOUR HOME
MORTGAGE LOANS THAN PRIME?"
Now is the time to restructure
your existing mortgage loans
at Republic Savings Bank.
Take advantage of the money
that you have in your home,
call us about refinancing your
existing loans or get a new
Home Equity Loan at our
lower rates.
Lee Kinsolving
President

REPUBLIC
Savings Bank
(502) 527-1447 Benton
Open Saturday Until Noon
Member FSLIC
Equal
TJ Housing
Lender

..;

was married on March 10, 1980;
one daughter, Miss Angela Fike.
and one son. Anthony Mitchell
Fike. both at home; his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Fike, 1505
Sycamore St., Murray.
Also surviving are one sister,
Mrs. Nancy Spencer, Murray:
two brothers, Bobby Fike,
Kirksey, and Tommy Fike, Murray; his grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. O.B. Eldridge, Murray,
and Mrs. Geneva Fike.
Paducah.
The funeral will be Tuesday at
10 a.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The
Rev. Gerald Owen will officiate.
Mrs. Otto Erwin will be
organist.
Burial will follow in Sugar
Creek Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

Oscar McClain's
funeral is today
at local chapel
The funeral for Oscar Vernon
McClain is today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Max Churchill Funeral
Home. The Rev. Leon Winchester is officiating with Mrs.
Oneida White as organist and
soloist.
Pallbearers are David West,
Dan Miller, Danny Adams,
Freddie Beach, Shayne
Lassiter, Max Smotherman and
Jimmy Dale Erwin.
Burial will follow in Oak
Grove Cemetery.
Mr. McClain. 76, Rt. 1, Hazel,
died Saturday at 1 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
A member of Oaks Grove Baptist Church, he was a retired
farmer and a retired custodian
at Murray State University.
Born Nov. 11, 1908, in Graves
County. he was the son of the
late Luther McClain and Alcenia
McPherson McClain.
He was preceded in death by
one son, Boyd Gilbert McClatn,
two sisters, Mrs. Mary Frances
Haneline and Mrs. Willa Mae
Bazzell, and one brother, Eulis
Brown McClain.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Dortha Lassiter McClain, to
whom he was married on Dec.
29, 1929; one daughter, Mrs.
Josephine Wolfe, and one grandson, Barry Morrison, Murray;
two sisters, Mrs. Grace Wilford,
Mayfield, and Mrs. Pauline
Cooper. Murray.

Mrs. Ellen McKinney, 71, of
1208 Olive St., Murray, died Sunday at 6:45 a.m. at Murray.
Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of
Memorial Baptist Church and
Temple Hill Chapter 511 Order
of the Eastern Star.
Born June 17, 1914, in
Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late John
William Hill and Nancy Ann
Towery Hill.
Survivors are her husband,
Ira McKinney. to whom she was
married on Dec. 20, 1931; two
daughters, Mrs. Ann Dunn, Fort
Worth, Texas, and Mrs. Hazel
Gilbert. Madison Heights,
Mich.; five grandchildren; five
great-grandchildren.
Four surviving sisters are
Mrs. Pearl O'Brien,- Murray,
Mrs. Otie Followell. Paducah,
Mrs. Emma Burchett,
Metropolis. Ill., and Mrs. Nora
Jane Hale, Almo.
Services will be Tuesday at
3:30 p.m. in the chapel of Max
Churchill Funeral Home.
Dr. Jerrell White of Union City. Tenn., and the Rev. Stephen
Seaford will officiate. Leland
Peeler will be in charge of the
music.
Pallbearers will be David
Gilbert, Alvin Dunn, Ira Dunn,
Mark Dunn, Victor Brock, Bobby Nanney and Stanley Hale.
Burial will follow in Temple
Hill Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 4 p.m. today
(Monday).

Porter Stafford
dies; services
at chapel today
Final rites for Porter A. Stafford are today at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Filbeck and Cann
Funeral Home, Benton. John
Hicks is officiating.
Burial will follow in Union Hill
Cemetery.
Mr. Stafford. 63, of Hardin
died Friday at 8:50 p.m. at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
A veteran of World War II and
a retired truckdriver for the IGA
grocery chain, he was a member
of Evendale Church of Christ,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Survivors are his wife. Mrs.
Nadine Stafford; two daughters.
Mrs. Carol LaDonne Smith, Hardin, and Mrs. 'Sandra Faye
Landers, Cincinnati, Ohio; two
sons, Harold Wayne Stafford,
Pensacola. Fla.. and Terry Lynn
Stafford, Santa Maria, Calif.
Also surviving are three
sisters, Mrs. Lucille Harris,
Mrs. Carrie Lupardus and Mrs.
Emma Hessler. Granite City,
Ill.; three brothers, Tom -Stafford, Cincinnati. Harvey Stafford, St. Louis, Mo., and
Newman Stafford. Granite City;
seven grandchildren.

`Cagney "Lacey'
show captures
top Emmy award

PASADENA, Calif. (API —
CBS' Cinderella series "Cagney
& Lacey" ended a four-year
reign by "Hill Street Blues" in
the 37th Emmy awards, while
NBC's "The Cosby Show" captured the comedy spotlight.
The CBS detective series,
George McCreery. 92, of 717
which survived a cast change
Nash Dr., Murray, died Sunday
and a cancelation, won Emmys
at 6:30 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
In six categories, including best
County Hospital.
drama series and best lead acHis wife, Mrs. Mavis Stubtress in a series for Tyne Daly.
blefield McCreery, died March
The awards were notable for
4, 1984. He was a member of the absence of one man, Bill
Cherry Corner Baptist Church.
Cosby, who declined a nomin
Born April 7, 1893, he was the
tion as actor in a comedy, and
son of the late Samuel Quincy
the presence of another, an imMcCreery and Mary Frances
postor who claimed Betty
Tarver McCreery.
Thomas' award as best supporHe is survived by one
ting actress for NBC's "Hill
daughter, Mrs. William (Rutha
Street Blues" before she could
Lee) Mitchum, Hickman; two
get to the stage.
sons, Lester McCreery and wife,
It was also a night for women.
Martha, Rt. 2, Hazel, and Harold
Two shows about women,
Edward McCreery and wife, "Cagney & Lacey" and the CBS
Robbie Sue, Westland, Mich.; 10
movie "Do You Remember
grandchildren; several greatLove," won honors, as did a
grandchildren.
writer and director for the series
The funeral will be Tuesday at
and the writer of the movie. A
2 p.m. in the chapel of Max
woman also produced the best
Churchill Funeral Home.
variety, music or comedy proOfficiating will be the Rev.
gram, NBC's "Motown Returns
Randolph Allen. Mrs. Oneida
to the Apollo."
White will be organist and
"Do You Remember Love"
soloist.
was named best drama or comMaster Chief Joe Mason
Burial will follow in Murray
edy special and also picked up
Anderson; 44, died Thursday at
Memorial Gardens.
Emmys
for Joanne Woodward
Great Lakes, Ill. He had been
Friends may call at the
as best lead actress in a limited
serving in the United States
funeral home after 4 p.m. today
series or special and for writer
Navy for 19 years.
(Monday'
). _
Vis.
kie Patik.
r-z-1/24ift-eurvived by Tits parents,
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Anderson,
Hardin; two daughters, Mrs.
Tammy Williams. Vallejo,
Calif., Miss Jo Landa Anderson,
Free adult education classes
Guthrie explained that anyone
San Diego, Calif.: one grand- In English grammar and
18 years of age or older who is
daughter, Christina Renee general mathematics will be ofnot now attending a public
Williams. Vallejo; one sister, fered by the Adult Learning
school may enroll for the course,
Mrs. Mac (Donna) Tucker, Har- Center at Murray State Univerwhich is designed for adults who
din; three nieces, Mrs. Vickie sity for a period of eight weeks,
plan to take the General EducaWynn. Hardin, Mrs. Jim Foun- Oct. 15 through Dec. 5.
tion Development (GED) high.tain and Mrs. Renee Ridley,
Chuck Guthrie, coordinator of
school equivalency test. Adults
Benton; one great-niece and one the center, said the classes will
who have completed high school
great-nephew.
meet in the Adult Learning
but need a refresher course are
The funeral will be in the Center in room 206 of Roy
also welcome to participate in
chapel of Fileck and Cann Stewart Stadium on the followthe classes.
Funeral Home, Benton, at a ing schedule:
time and date to be announced.
English — Tuesdays and
Students may register for the
The Rev. C.J. Dexter and the Thursdays from 8:30 to 10 a.m.;
course by visiting or calling the
Rev. Randy Shelton will and general mathematics —
Adult Learning Center in Room
officiate.
Tuesdays and Thursdays from
206 of Stewart Stadium
Burial will follow in Murray 10:30 a.m. to noon.
(762-6971) between 8 a.m. and
Memorial Gardens with full
No classes will meet on
4:30 p.m. Monday through
military rites at the gravesite.
Thanksgiving.
-Friday.

George McCreery
dies here Sunday

Joe M. Anderson
dies at age of 44

Free adult education classes planned

RACER FOOTBALL
Murray State/Tenn. Tech.
Saturday
7:30 p.m.

Sept. 28

Stewart Stadium

McCracken County Day
'First 500 persons receive Racer hand.fans
*Bring your picnic. Willi, and drinks. Picnic begins at 5 30 p.m.
*Live music will be played during picnic
eCall 762-4895 for game ticket information
(Tickets on sale daily in room 211 at the stadium)
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We provide them with meaningful features. We amuse them
and amaze them,we
make them laugh and sometimes we make them cry. We make
them think and act. We tell
them where the best buys can be found through the ads and we
help them sell all kinds
of goods and services. We deliver a lot more thanjust
newspapers. We deliver it all!

Your Carriers
Jeffery Duncan
Robert Weatherly
Greg Bennett
Debbie Buchanan
Tim McReynolds
Mike Davis
Chris Norsworthy
David Daughaday

•
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Mike Ruddle
John Morris
Lance Allison
Ray Verguson
Brock Peyer
Matt Ferguson
Mike Wilkins
Tammy Stom

Marty Williams
Jimmy Tripp
Clint Rollins
Brian Anderson
Ricky Nelson
Joyce Rodgers
Terry Alexander
Brian O'Neill
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SPORTS

Spinks knocks off
overdog Holmes
in dramatic upset

Racers take second,
Kentucky triumphs
in 11,SU golf tourney

•

--

Mirrray Ledger ik Times
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The University of death playoff.
Kentucky walked off
Murray's tip inwith the winner's trophy dividual finisher was
in the Murray State Fall rookie Jon Walker from
Intercollegiate golf St.Charles, Ill., who shot
tournament, but the a 1-under-par 70 for low
Murriby State Racers round of the day on
si,alked off with a little Saturday. Walker
r venge over the finished with
eekend
75-78-70-223 for fourth
The tournament, place overall.
played at the MSU
Another Racer
Miller Memorial Golf freshman, Chris
Course Friday and Carlson of Elgin, nt.,
S.rturday. saw Ken- caught Hewitt's attentuL'ky- shoot a team total tion by shooting
tz91 over 54 holes and win 78-77-73-231.
the overall title by 22
"Both of them are fine
St rokes.
freshman recruits and
Host Murray State re- I'm looking forward to
hounded from a fourth- having four years of
place standing after Fri- good golf out of them."
day to improve to se- Hewitt said.
cond overall in the final
Teamwise MSU was
tahulattons.
led by Dan Johnston
'• I was a little surpris- 77-76-73-226, Bud Ward
r-d at that." admitted 74-76-81-231, Jim Kelly
Buddy Hewitt whose 75-79-78-232, Jim
R a ers shot 913. Stewart 83-76-75-234,
• EliSterii Kentucky, J e-f -f-- C-O n n e 1 1
Louisville and Austin. 75-80-79=234. and Mike
Peay all beat us last Catellari 80-84-79-243.
year in this same tourThe second place
nament. but this year finish was the highest of
we came in ahead of all atry MSU golf team in its
I hree of them."
ieven-year tournament
Fi l . placed third history.
rth 915. Louisville was
Other MSU individual
fourth with 920 and scores included Bobby
Austin Peay took.fifth Kohlman 85-76-80-241,
921.. out_ 0,f , the Chr.is..S-toops
Ct-team field. 82-83-79-244 Marty
- KentuckY had I Olen
Crotser et-82-248
Grant who really played and Rob
Sample
some good golf the en- 82-83-83-248.
tire way
6-over-par
The rest of the team
2ii3. ‘Ve had a couple of scores, following Austin
fr eshmen who played Peay's 5th place, includsteady and I was very ed Tennessee pleased with the way Chattanooga 924, Illinois
our guys responded to State 930, Vanderbilt
the pressure. We made 932, Morehead State 933,
a good comeback to Tennessee Tech 937,
finish second.'• Hewitt Southern Illinois 939.
noted.
Evansville 942, and
Kentucky took the top Southwest Missouri 966.
two :ndividual slots with
Next week the Racers
;rant and Steve Flesch travel to Union City,
.4 in) shot 220. Flesch Tenn., to compete in the
was awarded second Goodyear Interafter beating Brian collegiate which will be
:erber of Illinois State played Monday and
in a one-hole sudden Tuesday.

Form
Battling in the
women's yellow belt
sparring competition
at the Quad'
StateOpen Karate
Championships, held
Saturday at Murray
State are Sheilla
Deaton, McKenzie,
Tenn., and Latricia
Knight of Calvert City. At right, 12-yearold James Shipp, also
of McKenzie, practices his kat,a before
the competition.
Shihan David Baize
was the tournament's
director.

Special: Delicious Hot Hickory
Smoked Ham & Cheese Sandwich and Tater Tots

$1

99

Special Good Sept 20-26

Try Patsy's Homemade Pies
Place Ain't Fancy...But Sho Is Good Food

TJ's Bar-B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St.

Murray

753-0045
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ON PRICES!
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OF THE MONTH.
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Racers host best tennis possible" in weekend tourney
By JIM-RECTOR
Sports Editor
Bringing in "the best
tennis possible" to the
Murray State Invitational Tournament
didn't do much for the
chances of the host
Racer netters.
But, as MSU Coach
Bennie Purcell pointed
out. -This will give us a
chance to evaluate our
young players against

Do you know there's a
way to continue your life
insurance coverage whi:e
your premiums disappear? That's what can
happen with the -Vanishing Premium" plan of
Columbus Security ye,
one of the State ALto
Companies Call Ls `:r
an illustration of krz.,.. —
plan can work for

PURDOM,
THURMAN
& MCNUTT

some of the top competition in this area."
Playing without. Paul
Austin, a possible topthree player, the Racers
managed only a third
place in No.1 doubles as
the top effort of the
weekend.
The tournament
began Friday and concluded Sunday afternoon at the MSU varsity
courts.
"We probably could
have done better with
Paul in the lineup,"
Purcell said, "but as it
was we played about as
well as I expected
against some of these
teams. Vanderbilt and
Indiana have two of
their best teams ever
and as a whole these are
probably the best tennis
teams we could ever
hope to have in here in
the fall or the spring.
"One good thing"
Purcell said, "was we
managed to beat some
of our conference opponents and that will
give us something to go
on next spring."
The best effort by the
Racers came at No.1
doubles where John
Brunner and Alan

Farmer defeated the
doubles team of
Wadmark-Aldana of
Southern Illinois, 4-6,
7-5, 7-6 (11-9) for third
place. "We had some
outstanding tennis,"
Purcell said, "but that
match was one of the
best of the entire
weekend. Some of the
shots Brunner and
Farmer came up with
were unbelieveable."
Louisville's Brandon
Burke won the individual crown at No.1
singles by knocking off
Reed Rafter of Vanderbilt, 6-7, 6-4, 7-5. Brunner, playing No.1
singles for the Racers,
finished fifth by beating
Chris Smith of Eastern
Kentucky. 7-5, 6-2.
At No.2, Indiana's
Edin Collins defeated
Steve Herzog of Vandy,
6-0, 6-2, while Murray's
Bard Gunderson finished 5th after beating
Chris Brown of EKU,
6-2, 6-2.
Jeff Barry of Vandy
toppled Joe Christoff of
Indiana, 7-6, 6.3, for the
No.3 title. Murray's
Jens Bergrahm lost to
Andrew Dinola of EKU,

Served Til 11 a.m. Mon.-Sat.
allEllek•AMP.

*2 Eggs And 2 Pc. Bacon
Or A Sausage Pattie
*Your Choice of Homemade
Biscuits & Gravy r Toast

4

Southrde of The tI eqva..
753 4451

qer"'PCP ^•

iMcKeel Equipment Co.

ONLY $
mr--7

Dan McNutt
State Auto Insurance
''.enCl ierx

1.•;.•

6-4, 6-0, in a battle for
third place.
Murray Garrett of
Vanderbilt had an easy
time winning at No.4,
trouncing Bill Jeff Burton of Western Kentucky, 6-1, 6-1. Murray's
Alan Farmer finished
8th.
At No.5, Cliff Retiff of
Vandy stopped Todd
Hacker of Indiana, 7-5,
6-2, in the title match.
Jonas Bergrahm,
brother of Jens
Bergrahm, took 5th for
MSU by beating Janson
Chillcutt of Middle Tennessee, 6-4, 6-3.
Rex Ecarma of
Louisville won at No.6
by turning back Vanderbilt's Fletcher Lance,
7-5, 6-3. Murray's Jeff
Cox defeated Curt
Fryberger of WKU, 6-2,
7-6, for 5th place.
Barry-Rafter of Vandy won at No.1 doubles
by beating Cambadellis•Christoff of Indiana, 7-5.
6-2.
Vandy's Reteif-Lance
defeated VentimigiliaMuliti of Middle Tennessee, 6-2, 6-4, for the
No.2 title. Cox Gunderson of MSU
finished 5th.

THE BREAKFAST SPECIAL

407 Maple St

MURRAY — 503 WALNUT — 753-3062
-PADUCAH — JULIA ST. — 444-0110
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Save on Earth Metal
disk blades

Now you can have the toughest disk
blades around for the ;owes? prices
!
, around Get top Quality Case Inter?7, national Earth Metal disk blades at up
,v; to 24°7 oft regular J I Case sJggested
list prices durTig our Parts Plowdown
Sale
Were the oni, ones around who
•
7";
can otter you Earth Metal the special
formula steel with a non-directional
gra rrt Disk blades made orEarth Metal
are up to 60 percent tougher and wear
up to 20 percent longer than conventional rolled steel blades
And you'll discover equal savings on
all ebur,tillatje parts So come on in for
high dually and low prices
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, By ED SCHUYLER
AP Sports Writer
LAS VEGAS, Nev.
(AP) - "Mike! Mike!
Come give me a hug or
something," Leon
Spinks yel
at his
brother Mich el.
Michael ait4Leon
Spinks, the 9nly
brothers to win
heavyweight championships, are also the
authors of two of the biggest upsets in boxing
history.
As a 6-1 underdog been bothered by a pinSaturday night, Michael ched nerve in his neck,
Spinks became the first but said, "I hate to
light heavyweight make excuses."
Stall pbotos by David Tuck
champion to win the
It was Spinks' unorheavyweight title by thodox style and age
scoring a close but that did in Holmes, who
unanimous 15-round will be 36 on Nov. 3.
decision over Larry
Spinks, who had no
Holmes for the Interna- problems carrying 200
tional Boxing Federa- pounds, which is 25
tion championship.
pounds over the light
On Feb. 15, 1978, Leon heavyweight limit,
Spinks, also a big under- chose to move away
dog, won the undisputed from Holmes, then sudheavyweight chan1pion- denly stand and flurry.
ship with a 15-round
The strategy worked,
split decision over although Spinks needed
Muhammad Ali. Ali won to win the last round to
the rematch.
win the title.
There is talk of a
-- Judges Harold LederSpinks-Holmes' man and Dave Moretti.
rematch. although who each scored it
Holmes said: "It's all 143-142 for Spinks. "had
over now. They can fill the fight even going into
the ring with somebody the final round. Judge
else."
Larry Wallace scored it
Holmes was trying to 145-142 for Spinks.
tie Rocky Marciano's
"It was in the cards
t'record of 49-0. Mar- for me to lose." said.
:
dam, killed in a plane Holmes, who weighed
crash in 1969, was the 221142 pounds.
only heavyweight cham"Why do you think I
pion to retire unbeaten. lost? They wanted a
"Rocky Marciano rematch."
couldn't carry my jock
Promoter Butch
strap," Holmes shouted Lewis said he doesn't
at Marciano's brother, know what is next for
Peter, at a post-fight the 29-year-old Spinks,
new conference.
whQ is 28-0 with 19
knockouts. But Spinks
But Holmes also call- will fight as a
ed Marciano a great heavyweight, although
champion and later in Leis said he could hold
his suite he said of his both the undisputed
outburst, "I've got to light heavyweight and
relieve the pressure."
IBF heavyweight titles
Holmes said he has for 90 days.

Fighting
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" In No.3 doubles, HayLabonk of Indiana.
defeated Fonz-Yagle of
WKU, 6-2, 6-2, fair the
croi.vn. Jonas Bergrahm
and Nathan Rowton of
MSU lost to GarnettEcarma of Louisville,
6-3, 6-3, in the fight for
third place.
Del Purcell of
Louisville directed the
flighted tournament
which featured 10 teams
from four states.
Because of NCAA
regulations, official
team totals could not be
kept. However, unofficial tabulations showed Vanderbilt and Indiana as the top two
teams followed by
Louisville and host Murray State fourth.
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Marshall Co.
beats Laker
frosh. 39-8

In

Marshall County's
freshman football team
exploded for 30 points
against host Calloway
County on Thursday, including a blocked punt
returned for a
touchdown.
The visiting Marshals
held the Lakers
scoreless until the
fourth quarter when
Calloway avoided a
shutout with a
touchdown pass to make
the final score 30-8.
Greg Lassiter and
Jamie Armstrong linked up on two passes in
the same series and
Armstrong hauled in the
second one for
Calloway's only
touchdown. Lassiter hit
Jeremy White with a
pass for the 2-point
conversion.
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Grambling coach within one win of Bryant's record
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
Its 322 down and one to go for Eddie Robinson.
After 43 years as head coach at Louisiana's
predominantly black Grambling State University, the 66-year-old Robinson needs just one more
triumph to catch Paul "Bear" Bryant at the
head of the victory list.
Ironically, for those who sneer that Robinson's
record was compiled against mostly "minorleague" opposition, Grambling's next opponent
is Oregon State University, a Division I-A school.
They meet in Shreveport, La., Saturday night.
Robinson pulled within one of Bryant's mark of
323 victories Saturday night when Grambling
trounced North Carolina Central 45-14 in the 15th
annual Whitney M. Young Jr. Football Classic at
New York's Yankee Stadium as Terrell Landry
threw four touchdown passes and ran for another
score.
The weekend also featured decisive victories
by 18th-ranked Nebraska and No. 19 Michigan
over Top Twenty opponents and Baylor's stunning 20-13 upset of third-ranked Southern
California.
Doug DuBose ran for a career-high 191 yards
and three touchdowns, scoring twice on 1-yard
runs and once on a 49-yard dash, as Nebraska
walloped No. 20 Illinois 52-25. The Cornhuskers
intercepted four Jack Trudeau passes while reeling off 566 yards in offense, 456 on the ground.
Michigan continued to rebound from its embarrassing 6-6 season of 1984 by knocking off its
second straight Top Twenty opponent. Jim Harbaugh directed a 507-yard attack by passing for
164 yards and carrying seven times for 45 yards
and a touchdown.
Baylor's upset of Southern Cal was welcome
news for the Southwest Conference, which was
rocked by Texas Christian's suspension of six
players, including All-American running back
Kenneth Davis, for allegedly accepting illegal
payments. That came on the heels of the stagger-

Lng three-year probation slapped on Southern
Methodist for violating NCAA rules.
Tom Muecke ran six yards for one touchdown
and passed 22 yards to Derrick McAdoo - for
another to lead Baylor.
USC Coach Ted Tollner called Baylor "a very
good football team," adding, "How good a football team we are, I don't know."
Auburn and Oklahoma,the 1-2 teams, were not
scheduled-kw-hile fourth-ranked Iowa pounded
Northern Illinois 48-20. Fifth-rated SMU and No.
8 Oklahoma State were idle, sixth-ranked
Florida State overtook Memphis State 19-10, No.
7 Ohio State trimmed Colorado 36-13, ninthranked LSU turned back Colorado State 17-3 and
No. 10 Penn State edged East Carolina 17-10.
Eleventh-ranked Florida did not play.
Elsewhere in the Second Ten it was No. 12 UCLA
34, San Diego State 16; No. 13 Brigham Young 26,
Temple 24; No. 14 Arkansas 24, Tulsa 0; No. 16
Alabama 45, Cincinnati 10 and No. 17 Maryland
28, West Virginia 0.
Iowa 48, Northern Illinois 20
Chuck Long passed for 270 yards and five
touchdowns, three to Bill Happel covering 36, 39
and 12 yards. Happel caught nine passes for a
school-record 207 yards as the Hawkeyes
outgained the Huskies 534 yards to 85.
Florida State 19, Memphis State 10
Kirk Coker, who replaced injured quarterback
Danny McManus late in the first half, threw a
13-yard touchdown pass to Darrin Holloman and
Derek Schmidt kicked four field goals as the
Seminoles rallied from a 10-0 deficit.
Ohio State 36, Colorado 13
The Buckeyes fell behind 7-0 but scored the
next 36 points as Jim Karsatos threw three
touchdown passes. One went to tailback John
Wooldridge, 'who also rushed for 119 yards and
another TD while again filling in for the injured
Keith Byars.
LSU 17, Colorado State 3
Dalton Hilliard rushed for 151 yards, Garry

MSU women place second to 'Bama
BOWLING GREEN Murray State's women
packed together and
forged a second-place
finish behind the
University of Alabama
in Saturday's cross
country invitational
meet at Western Kentucky University.
The Lady Racers
crossed the finish line
with only 45 seconds
separating their top five
runners.

Murray collected 48
points for its effort to
place second to
Alabama's 30.
Western Kentucky
was third with 72 points
In the six-team field.
Cathy Hein came in
6th overall to pace the
Lady Racer pack in
18:13. Nina Funderburk
was 9th, MaryEllen
Schultz was 12th, Teresa
Colby 13th, and Jackie
Murzynowski 19th to

round out the MSU
scorers.
The MSU men placed
fifth in a field of eight
teams led by host WKU
with a 34-point total.
Murray was led by
William Jordan who
placed 17th overall in
26:47.
Both Murray State
cross country teams will
travel to the Arkansas
College Invitational on
Saturday.

SCOREBOARD

James and Hilliard scored on runs of 28 yards
and 1 yard while LSU's defense intercepted two
passes, blocked a field goal attempt and stopped
the Rams at the 1-yard line in the final period.. •
Penn State 17, East Carolina 10
John Shaffer passed four yards to Eric
Hamilton for one touchdown and third-string
tailback Kevin Woods ran 24 yards for another.
Trailing 14-10, East Carolina fumbled at the
Penn State 9-yard line late in the third period.
UCLA 34,San Diego State 16
Redshirt freshman Eric Ball, filling in for the
injured Gaston Green, tied a school record by
scoring four times, all on short runs in the first
half. The victory made Terry Donahue the winningest coach in UCLA history with a record of
73-29-6.
BYU 26, Temple 24
Robbie Bosco threw four touchdown passes,
three to Mark Bellini. A 24-yarder to Bellini erased a 17-13 deficit six seconds into the final period
and a 21-yarder to him less than 31,4 minutes
later put the game out of reach. Temple has lost
all three games by a total of seven points. Arkansas 24, Tulsa 0
Sophomore quarterback Greg Thomas threw
the first touchdown pass of his college career, a
16-yarder to Donnie Centers, and Bobby Joe Edmonds set up two scores with punt returns of 34
and 39 yards. The Razorbacks scored all their
points in the first half and limited Tulsa to 153
yards for the game.
Alabama 45, Cincinnati 10
Mike Shula threw for two touchdowns - 13
yards to Thornton Chandler, 17 to Bobby Humphrey - and set up another with a 56-yard toss to
Greg Richardson.
Maryland 28, West Virginia 0
Stan Gelbaugh, who passed for just 214 yards
in Maryland's first two games, threw for 263 and
Tommy Neal rushed for 90 yards and two TDs.
The scoring passes covered 11 yards to Azizuddin
Abdur-Ra'oof and 23 to Sean Sullivan.

Jeff. Co. AAAA
1.Lou. Ballard (4-01 defeated Lou. Trinity 17-10, 10T
2.Lou. Male (4-0) defeated Lou. Iroquois 21-20
*.Lou. Trinity 15-0 lost to Lou. Ballard 17-10, 10T
4.Lou. DeSales 14-0) defeated Lou. Atherton 42-21
5.Lou. Western 1,4-01 defeated Lou. Valley 9-8
State AAM
1.Henderson Co. (5-0) defeated Owensboro Catholic
6-3
2.0wensboro(24) was Idle.
3.Boone Co. (4-1) defeated Harrison. Ohio 25-12
4.Laurel Co. (4-1) was idle
5.Christian Co. (3-21 defeated Paducah Tilghman
21-0

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
LINDY SUITER

901 SYCAMORE

Tiempo N Radial

753-8355
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Major League Baseball Standings
Major League Matadi
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W L
Pd. GB
Toronto
93 56
1118 New York
4861
501'5%
Baltimore
79 00
534 14
Detroit
77 72
517 16%
Boston
75 74 .601I 111%
Milwaukee
65 88 .439 28
Cleveland
64 07
sise so%
West Division
California
95 64
570 Kansas City
I
NI 66 .584
Chicago
76 72
514 8%
Oakland
72 77
483 13
Seattle
70 79
470 15
Minnesota
400 16%
60 61
Texas
56 08
372 211%
Saturday's Gaines
New York 5, Baltimore 2
Toronto 2, SUlwaukipe 1. 14 innings
Boston 7, Detroit 6
Oakland 8, Chicago 3
Texas 7. Seattle 2
Kansas City S. Minnesota 5, 10 innings
California 12, Cleveland 3
Sunday'sGarnes
Minnesota 7. Kansas City 8
Milwaukee 2, Toronto 1
New York 5, Baltimore 4
Boston S. Detroit 2
Chicago 7, Oakland 5
California 10, Cleveland 9
Texas S. Seattle 0
Mandel's Gams
Milwaukee (Leary 1.1) at Toronto (Clancy 74). In)
Detroit (Berenguer 4-61 at Balton (Ojeda 7-10), Ina
Seattle (Langston 7-12) at Texas (SChmidt 5-5). (n)
Chicago (Nelson 11.10) at California (Sutton 15-8).
an(
Cleveland (Wardle 8-7) at Oakland (Ftijo 4-3). In)
Only games scheduled

St. Louis
New York
Montreal
Philadelphia
Chicago
Pittsburgh
Las Angeles
Cincinnati
Houston
San Diego
Atlanta
San Francisco

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W L
93 56
90 50
77 72
71 76
70 73
51 N
West Division
87 62
81 87
77 72
'75 74
61 88
58 91

Class AM
1 Cov Catholic (5-0) defeated Lea. Tales Creek 16-14
2.Meade Co. 14-01 defeated Davies' Co. 32-26
&Danville (4-11 defeated Russell Co 36-23
4.Paducah Tilghman (3-2) lost to Christian Co. 21-0
5.Newport (4-1) defeated Newport Catholic 30-22
Class AA
1.Corbin (5-0) defeated Harrison Co. 48-22
2.Mayfield (4-0) defeated Fort Campbell 414
3.Trigg Co (4-n defeated Caldwell Co 21-0
4.Newport Catholic (8-2) lost to Newport 30-22
O Prestonburg (5-0) defeated Estlll Co. 77-12
Class A
1.Russellville (5-2) loot to Todd Co Central 21-13
2_Bratchwood (3-1) defeated Nicholas Co. 14-0
3.Pliceville (5-0) defeated Whitesburg 46-7
4.Paris (4.11 defeated Bourbon Co. 56-6
5.Harrodeburg 14-01 defeated Boyle Co 13-0
(tie) Fulton Co. (4-0) was idle.

Pd.
624
104
.517
483
473
547

16
21
X%
41

584
547
517
503
409
889

li- try
10
12
26
29

GB
-

Saturday's Games
Houston 9, Cincinnati 5
Chicago 9. Philadelphia 2
St. Louis 7, Montreal 6
New York 12. Pittsburgh 1
Los Angola' 11. San Francisco 2
San Diego 1. Atlanta 0
Sunday.* Gams
Pittsburgh 5, New York 3
Chicago 9, Philadelphia 2
St Louis 6, Montreal 6
Los Angeles 6. San Francisco 3
Atlanta?, San Diego 5
Cincinnati 6, Houston 5
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P185,80R13
P185/75R14
P195/75R14
P20535814

547 45
$49 45
553 80
558 55

P205,75815
P715/75815
P225/75105
P235/75A15

$59 55
$62.60
$64.60
$66.65

TOKYO (AP) Quadruple Olympic gold
medalist Carl Lewis
won the 100-meter dash
and long jump in a twoday U.S., Soviet Union
and Japan track and
field meet before 50,000
fans at National Olympic Stadium.
Also, Sergey Bubka of
the Soviet Union, the
world pole vault record-
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'3995

Size

SAL MCI
Re hale
eleeded

$55.00
655.25
661.35
662.60
166.40

P225,7514)4
P205/75R15
P215/75R15
P235,751)15

$73.50
2.611.1115
671.15
$711.60

Miami
New England
N.Y Jets
Indianapolis
Buffalo
Pittsburgh
Cleveland
Hannon
Cincinnati
Seattle
Denver
Kansas City
San Diego
LA,Raiders

•
Dallas
N.Y. Giants
St. Louis
Philadelphia
Washington

PF PA
84 1119
50 54
Mt 87
S3 81
26
72 20
48 54
NI 50
92 113
71
94

IS
71
78

93
61

e•

85
IS
M
1111
86

70

47
40
44
TI

0

1 000
667
667
333
000

91
00
62
44
57

SUS

indowal

E Vint!1
Lew Price
wid)40011

A78-13
B78-13
C78-14
078-14
E78-14
F78-14
G78-14
H78-14
E78-15
F78-15
G78-15
H78-15
L78-15

Whatewal
Whatewal
Whitewal
Whitewal
Whitewal
Whitewal
Whitewal
Whitewal
Whatewal
Whitewal
Whitewal
VVhatewal
Whitewal

$31.60
$32.90
$35.20
$38.40
$37.20
$39.60
543.05
$45.80
$38.75
$41.10
$44.20
646.50
$48.85

2
2
1
0

2

1 000
667
133
000

37 22
oo 54
70 64
71 107

so
62
70
70
89

Swridayll Gaines
Dallas 20, Cleveland 7
Denver 44. Atlanta X
Indianapolis 14. Detroit 6
Pittsburgh N. Houston 0
New England 17. Buffalo 14
Philadelphia is. Washington
New Orleans 30, Tampa Bay 18
New York Giants 27. St. Louis 17
San Diego 44. Cincinnati 41
Miami IL Kansas City 0
New York Jots
Grain Bay 3
San Francisco 84, LAS Angeles Raiders 10
Manday's
Los Angeles Rams at Seattle

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE

753-8355

SALE Peet
MI RAW

P155
931113P17580813
P185/80813
P175,75614
P185.15814
P105/75814

$60.15
$61.95
$63.15
$63.45
$68.50
$71.80

site

SALE RICE
lie YAW
lemon

P205, 751114,
P195,75815
P205. 75815
P215 751115
P225 75815
P235 75815

576 05
576.90
$76.45
662 60
666 15

iii11•011

$89.80

Size

Stameell

01
1
•
.
Ramp

700 14
078- 15
R78-15
L78-15
950 165

Blackwall
Blackrali
Blackvall
Blackwall
Blackwall

0
C
C
C
0

3
eeawa
Arrive lentil&

SALE PRICE
lie trado
MOODS

IP
111, PP

549.95
559.95
$66.00
S79.95
•..1...4 ,,

Sale Ends Sept. 28

EVERYDAY
Low Pnce
With old Ws

5•241
Slecewail

EVERYDAY
LOW PrIC41
Vidn old WS

155SR12
155SR13
165SR13
175SR13
185SR14

$39.90
$44.50
$4775
549.55
$5450

165SR 15
175/70SR13
185/70SR13
18547416R14

5SO.95
$50.30
$52.75
557 25

EVERYDAY
Um Peke
Web iii we

P205,50V815
P225/50V1115
P245:50015
P225/50VR16

$197.35
$215.40
6239.40
$222.85

$5530
$5180
SSG as

SAL( PINCE
lee emee
aP205.:SR le
$70.20
PI? IS -5014
;tails
2195 75‘fl.S..4__
OS
57429
0215 75015
0225.750(1
$711_Ak1_
$53.25
0235. -5P 15
suns-

161 35

IVAPAW/A11.

site
Macimaii

Size - lPius
Loners
Serrated

fait PRAY
14• oft*
waded

'SRI
'5 ,sn,3
;I Pr -s RCP'3
w' P.95 P 13_
P,as 654,4
-15t-5 rsisra
pAgs 751114

$67.50

G-Metric Radial

West
L.A. Rams
SIM Francisco
New Orleans
Atlanta

Wedowee
Sue

$4995

Eagle VR `Gatorback' Radial
0
1
1
2

The Americans beat
Japan 248-141. The
Soviet Union now has a
14-3 record against the
United States since 1958,
with one tie.

Tracker LT Light
Truck Tire

Power Streak II

Central
2
2
1
0

holder, won that event
Sunday at 18-84 as the
Soviets beat the United
States 221-164 and Japan
258-127 in the overall
scoring.

Vector Radial
$4995

P155 8.1413
Wrotewait
oade needed

SALE MICE
TM/10

•

Choose Tiempo N, with a new tread design
or
Custom Polysteel Radial, one of Goodyear s all-time
lavoces
or Vector Radial, outstanding for bot
.it
treadwear and traction. Or choose from five other
tires. listed below in dozens of sizes. With values
like these, everybody wins

Custom Polysteel Radial

P185,80113
P175/751114
P185/75R14
P195, 751)14
P205/75M4

Iowa St 20. Vanderbilt 17
Kansas 37. Indiana St 10‘x
Minnesota 62. Montana 17
Nebraska 52. Illinois 25
Notre Dame 27. Michigan St 10
Purdue 37. Ball St 18
Texas Christian 24, Kansas St
22
Toledo 22. Wichita St 15
Wisconsin -26. Nev -Las Vegas
23
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas 24. Tulsa 0
Louisiana Tech 20, W Texas St
10
New Mexico St 22. Texas-El
Paso 20
Texas 21 Missouri 17
Texas AkM 31 NE Louisiana
17
Texas Tech 28. N Texas St 7
Washington 29, Houston 12
FAR WEST
Air Force-50. Rice 17
Arizona 23. California 17
Arizona St 27. Pacific U 0
Baylor 20. Southern Cal 13
Fresno St 33. Oregon St 24
Ohio St 311. Colorado 13
Oregon 43. Stanford 28
UCLA 34. San Diego St 16
Utah 44, Washington St'37
Utah St. 35. San Jose St 32
Wyoming 31. Fullerton St

AmrvAurrAirrAr-AoPPPANPsiiii;
28 AmprAurviiiiKiisurro
iirr

Manday's Games
Montreal (Palmer 7-9) at Chicago (Trout 84)
New York (Aguilar& 84) at Philadelphia (Denny
(n)
Pittsburgh (Walk 1-3) at St. Louis (Forsch 84),(n)
Los Angeles (Honeycutt 6121 at Houston (Scott
184).(n)
San Francisco (Hammaker 4-121 at San Diego
(Thurmond 6-10). in)
Only games scheduled

Chicago
Detroit
Minnesota
Groin Bay
Tampa Bay

Saturday's Scores
EAST
Army 20. Rutgers 16
•
Boston College 29. Pittsburgh
22
Brigham Young 25 Temple 24
Harvard 49, Columbia 17
New Hampshire 27, Boston U
13
Penn St 17, E CarolLna 10
Syracuse 34, Kent St. 0
SOUTH
Alabama 45. Cincinnati 10
Duke 34, Ohio U 13
Florida St. 19, Memphis St 10
Georgia 20. Clemson 13
Kentucky 16, Tulane if
LSU 17. Colorado Si 3
Louisville 23. W Kentucky 14
Maryland 28. W Virginia 0
Michigan 34. S Carolina 3
Mississippi 18, Arkansas St 16
Mississippi St 23. S Mississippi 20
N Carolina St, 20 Wake Forest
17
SW Louisiana 31. Idaho St 30
Virginia 24. Georgta Tech 13
MIDWEST
Akron IS, E Michigan 12
Bowling Green 28 Miami, Ohio
24
Indiana 38. Navy 35
Iowa 4. N Hanoi/ 20

-

National Football League Standings
National Football League
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W L 7 Pd.
2 1 0 .027
2 1 0
Or
3 I 0
567
1
2 0
333
O
11 0
000
Central
2 1 0
11417
1
2 0 .9111
1
2 0
tat
O 3 0 .000
Wed
2 0 0 1 000
2 1 0
987
2 1 0
1167
3 1 0
01/7
1
3 0
=8
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
2 1 0
(1,7
2 1 0
117
II?
2 1 0
I
2 0
=3
1 2 0
5811

op Twenty Fared
11) The Associated Press
How the Top Twenty teams in the Associated Press college football
poll fared
Not Auburn .2-0-0. was idle Next at TellAosilete
No 2 Oklahoma .0-0-0, was idle Next at Minnesota
Not Southern California .1 1 0, lost to Baylor 20-13 Next at
Arizona State
N04 Iowa .2-0-0. beat Northern Illinois 46.20 Next at Iowa State
No 5, Southern Methodist .1.0-0. was idle Next at Texas Christian
No 6 Florida Slate 0-0-0. beat Memphis State 19-10 Next vs
Kansas
5o7 Ohio State .2-0-0. beat Colorado 36 13 Next vs Washington
State
No 8. Oklahoma State 13-04. was idle Next vs Miami Ohio
No 9 Louisiana State .2-0-0 beat Colorado State 17-3 Next Oct 5
vs Ski 11 Florida
No 10, Penn State I 3•11.01 beat East Carolina 17-10 Next vs Rutgers
at East Rutherford N J
No 11 Fli.irida .1-0 1 was idle Next at Mississippi State
No 12. t:CLA .2-0 1. beat San[new,State 34 16 Next at Washington
No 13. Brigham Young .3 1-0. beat Trmpie 26 24 Next Oct Sat Cu)
oradoState
No 14 Arkansas .3-04. beat Tulsa24-0 Next vs New Meoico State
at Little Rock Ark
No 15 South Carolina .2 1-0. lost to No IS Michigan 341 Next at
Georgia
No 16 Alabama .3 0-0. beat Cim innati 45 10 Next at anderbilt
No 17 Maryland ,
beat West irgima 2'), Next at No Is
Michigan
No 16 Nebraska .1 1-0. beat No 20 Illinois 52-25 Next vs Oregon
No 19. Michigan ;2 0 0 , brat No 15 South Carolina 34 3 Next s s
No 17. Maryland
No 20 Illinois .1 2 0 lost to NO Is Nebraska .3225
Neid 40.1 5
No 7 Ohio State

DRIVER'S CHOKE

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
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Lewis claims gold medals
in 100-meters, long jump

Prep Football Poll Results
LOUISVILLE,Ky (API - Results of games involving
the top teams in the Kentucky Associated Press high
school football polls for the week ending Sept,21. with
records of ranked teams in parentheses

MONLIA I', SEPTEMBER 23, MIS

Sim - Slags
tenors
54Wilell

EVERYDAY
Pace
leeiie
„.
inei

P205 55VR16
P245 50VR16
P255 50VR16

$210.10
S245.90
$253.55

QUICK CREDIT FROM
CITIBANK
ASK US ABOUT
90 DAYS SAME AS CASH

•

You may also use these other ways lob.,
Ameocan Express
MasterCard V•sa

•

asnordirmir-AmPrAmonsionopr

Lithe, Oil & Filter

$7799

-Rudolph Goodyear
U.S. 641 S.
"Business Is Good"

Murray, Ky.

(502)753-0595

"We Have A Winning Team-Quality, Quantity

Price"
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FARM AND AG NOTES

Chemical stops plant diseases

Kathy Jo Stubblefield
will compete in dairy
division of the NAILE
When The North
American International
Livestock Exposition
(NAILE) opens its
doors to competitors
this year. livestock
breeders from across
the nation will participate. According to
Harold Workman.
Manager of the North
American International, the exposition
has become the largest,
all-breed, purebred
livestock show on earth
and is expected to attract more than 13.000
entries this year.

presented in each of the
six livestock categories.
bringing total shows and
livestock sales during
the 2-week run of events
to nearly 100.

endUllinC
Farm roofing
that won't rust,
rot, or corrode.
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•Easy to install, lightweight
flexible sheets
• Wind and weather resistant
•Ins'.1,:tes 19,-:inst heat and noise
$9.47
$35.99
Per Sheet
Mat. Sq.

Stock Colors:
White, Brown, Gray, Red
Colors Available:
Tan, Black, Blue, Green
Industrial Rd.

• ••.,„410.

.01
CRITICAL AREA PLANTING - Gene Lovins (left) of the New Concord
area is shown standing in a critical area site. Before the dozer moved in and
smoothed it out, this area was gullied and eroding. By pushing in the gullies
with a dozer, the area can he disked with a tractor, limed, fertilized, seeded
and mulched to put this area hack into pasture or hay land production with
the rest of the field. John Clendenon. (right) Soil Conservation Technician.
Soil Conservation Service, provided technical assistance during
construction.

753-1423

WASHINGTON (AP
- Ten. 20. and 30 years
ago farmers were advise d heartily by
economists, county
agents and
n eighborhood
soothsayers to change
with the times or fall by
the wayside.
As Purdue University's Earl Butz used to
say long before he was
secretary of agriculture
in the -early 1970s.
farmers should adapt or
die, get big or get out.
So they did, and farms
continued to grow in size
and shrink in number. It
also illustrates why so
many are in trouble today, says a report by
two Washington, D.C.,
policy analysts, Kenneth E. Cook and Susan
E. Sechler.
"Over the next few
years their ranks will be
thinned considerably if
conditions do not improve in the farm
economy." the report
said. "Some will go
bankrupt, others will
sell out voluntarily
while they can still
make a profit."

CASE INTERNATIONAL AXIAL-FLOW COMBINES

The report is in the
fall edition of Issues in
Science and
Technology, a magazine
published quarterly by
the National Academy
of Sciences.
Cook and Sechler
argue that policy makers cannot
substitute a reliance on
the export market for
needed reforms in U.S.
farm policy. They say
Congress and the administration must get
together/ on reducing
agricultural subsidies.
In the 1970s, when exports were booming and
land values rising each
year, it was relatively
easy for farmers to borrow money, to finance
an extra half section of
land, to take on additional debt that might
have amazed and
outraged their
ancestors.

per unit of producrtion,
these medium-sized
operations are generally very efficient, often
more so than their
larger colleagues."
Government farm
supports traditionally
have been geared to
acreage and production.
The bigger the farm, the
larger the subsidy. It's a
policy that is being
debated as Congress
struggles to write a new
farm bill, with different
pressures being applied.
The Reagan administration wants less
government control and
more "market oriented" price supports so that crops can
move more freely in
world trade. Others
want strict curbs to
limit production, and
larger federal benefits
to help improve farm
income.

Today, the report
said, about 600.000
middle-sized farms
make up about 25 percent of the U.S. total,
depending on where you
draw the line. Those
units account for about
40 percent of all
agricultural
marketings.

"At this juncture, as
at so many others since
the New Deal, the right
set of policies could conceivably slow the pace
of economic concebtration in agriculture," the
repott said.

"This is the group that
best fits the common notion of the 'family
farm'," the report said.
"In terms of their costs
.
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Choose from
a complete cropsaver line-up

•

MURRAY - 503 WALNUT - 753-3062
PADUCAH - JULIA ST. - 444-0110

-percent to 3 percent
higher this year, compared with a 3.8 percent
gain in 1984. That
represented a slight
reduction in the earlier
food price forecast of a 2
percent to 4 percent
rise.
"Crop cash receipts
should total near last
year, as lower prices
just offset increased
production," the agency
said Wednesday in its
latest outlook report.
"Livestock receipts,
however, are expected
to fall well short of
1984."

When you go shopping for major home appliances, take along
a copy of our free brochure, Smart Buyers Use The
EnergyGuide. It explains what the yellow-and-black
EnergyGuide labels mean and how they can help you cut
electric costs
Smart buyers enjoy the convenience of today's efficient,
electric appliances and save money too. Call or stop by our
office for your free brochure and other money-saving tips. It's
a smart move.

ELECTRICITY.

MEM

1

Research Service, net
farm income could be in
the range of $23 billion
to $27 billion. That
would be $1 billion more
than the $22 billion to $26
billion agency forecast
In August.
Last year, mainly
because of a large rise
In the value of crop inventories, net farm income jumped to $34.6
billion from $15.8 billion
in 1983, when crop production was cut sharply
by drought and government acreage
programs.
Retail food prices are
expected to average 2

Don't leave home
without this brochure

efs
o•a(k5"-)cyz
)se
GOd'eEl'ev(11

More bushels per day. Small grain, corn, soybeans, sorghum.
-rice- an Axial-Flow crop-saver puts more of what you grow in
the tank
Cleaner grain from every acre. Axial-Flow threshes thoroughly but so gently This reduces kernel damage and
elevator dockage
Crop-savers in every size:
• 1480 with rigid headers up to 30 ft., floating cutterbars up to
22' 2 ft.. corn heads up to 8 rows wide
• 1460 with rigid headers up to 24 ft.. floating cutterbars to 22'
ft . corn heads up to 8 rows narrow
• 1440 with rigid headers up to 24 ft
A fresh team for
floating cutterbars to 22' 2 ft.. corn
today's farmer
heads up to 6 rows wide
• 1420 with rigid headers up to 20 ft
floating cutterbars to 171
/
2ft., and
corn heads up to 6 rows narrow
See these crop-saving leaders now.

5-1 McKee! Equipment Co.

Experts predict rise in farm incomes

belcher oil co.inc.

) ars ((
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Ferriss said.
The other theory is
that flooding prevents
the normal development
of the seed to the extent
that it kills itself. Under
normal circumstances a
seed produces ethyl
alcohol, which is joined
with the air in the soil to
form carbon dioxide and
water. If the soil surrounding the seed is
flooded the ethyl alcohol
cannot be converted and
It builds up to the point
that it kills the seed.
If the first theory is
true, the carboxin
thiram provides protection by killing the arriving disease organisms.
If the second theory is
true the protection
comes from the fact that
carboxin thiram alters
the metabolism of
developing seeds, thus
preventing them from
building up lethal levels
of ethyl alcohol within
the five days the experimental plots were
kept flooded.

EXPANSIVE SPUDS - Lowell Outland, 631 4th St., holds a pair of hefty
potatoes he grew in his garden. On the left is a spud that tips the scales at
pounds, while the other weighed in at three pounds, two ounces. Outland was
uncertain as to the type of potatoes he had grown, as the slips were given to
him as a gift.

"But not even the
most ambitiotirlamilyfarm' proposals on the
table in 1985 will reverse
WASHINGTON (AP)
the century-long trend - It's a long shot at
toward fewer, larger, best, but the Agriculture
more highly capitalized Department's comcommercial farms."
puters say farmers have
a slightly better chance
of improving their incomes this year than
they had a month ago.
The economists who
punch information into
the computers say 1985
net farm income may
edge up slightly from
the previous estimate,
L.P. Miller St.
but they also note
farmers' earnings
Murray, Ky.
overall still will be down
753-0212
sharply from last year.
According to the
department's Economic

Quality Petroleum
Products

1110000%,_
por111;

-

counties where full
season beans are grown
we can get seven or
eight inches of rain during May. Depending on
the type of soil and the
slope of the field, I'd say
if there is a potential for
flooding the carboxin
thiram would be a good
form of insurance,"
Stuckey said.
Richard Ferriss, a UK.
researcher who
discovered the flooding
protection properties,
said there are two
predominant theories to
explain why the carboxin thiram protects the
seeds from flooding
damage.
"One theory holds
that when a seed is
flooded it leaks
nutrients into the surrounding soil. When the
flooding subsides the
nutrient rich soil surrounding the seed is an
excellent site for the
development of disease
organisms that eventually kill the seed,"

Congress and administration must
reduce subsidies, say ag analysts

@ Southern States

I

Soybeans treated with
a solution of carboxin
thiram prior to planting
are less likely to die if
flooding occurs shortly
after planting.
Carboxin thiram,
more commonly known
by the brand names
Vitamaz 200, is used occasionally to combat
soilborne plant
diseases. Its flood protection properties were
discovered during
research into the question of why flooding kills
seeds.
Richard Stuckey, Extension plant
pathologist in the
University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture,
said about 20 percent of
Kentucky's soybean
crop is treated with carboxin thriam prior to
planting, but that
awareness of the flood
protection properties
might warrant increasing that amount.
"Especially in full
season beans. In some

draft horses and sheep.
According to Workman,
vsirtually every
livestock breed will be

Kathy .lo Stubblefield
of Murray will be at the
1985 North American International Livestock
Exposition to compete
in the dairy division. According to a spokesman
for the NAILE, she has
Events in 1985 will entered 12 head of dairy
span a 14-day period. in the well-known comfrom November 9, and petition. As an official
continuing until entrant. Stubblefield
November 22. Six will compete for a share
livestock types will be of more than $300,000 in
featured. including beef premiums and awards
cattle, quarter horses. which will be offered at
Ldairy cattle, swine. the NAILE this year.

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Get the most
for your, money.
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West Kentucky Rural Electric Coop.
Corp.
753-5012
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September 13-28
Leads of Bargains!

Aluminum
Grain Scoop

No 16-506 15 . In
handle •105-1256Q

20 rn 40-on D

5-tine Manure Fork
r,

.A

•

6-lb. Splitting Maul
f,i

Bent patterg • OS•11 427

C./

$2399

1

•,

Reg sug
Pr $4295

Reg sug
Pr 516(53

Superol Ill Motor Oil
rna.st graso:ine & a ese
ehu-nr.; SsE-150v-40 CD-CC-SD-SE
S
i52 1 2,4

No KES-5 Dome shaped
No
seams on top or side Single
till Pour opening 8070-05309

Steel Leaf
Rake

12

$

88
12 pack
Reg sug pr $548

No 19-359 22 ;r, S;.ringy tempe,ea tines
0105-11670

Steady Gro
Lawn Fertilizer

3-X
Flea, Tick &
Mange Collar

26-4-k Covers 5 000so '1 6.•of nitrogen
v.ater insoluble *102-37215

$559

0100-32415

18-lb bag
Reg sug pr

$6"

rap

59

Long Handle
Shovel

Chain & Bar Oil

MRCH*,Ott

$119
10.
75 Hydraulic
Transmission Fluid

LI'L RED
CAT
DINNER

40-lb bag

"
s
•=...
.-r.,
4......R. ,:l2.0

,g Or

$359

$329

r.ori(wars

Asphalt Aluminum
Roof Coating

Kir., 1M.

-

Duct Tape
No B-6X

u is

$40 per ton discount

$2799

BIG RED
RABBIT
FOOD

Sale Price-$7.95
Reg. Price-$9.99

3
1

Cyclone Broadcast
Spreader
11 E rick

$260

D-Con amFlea
fKILL"
Kill

Reg say pr 57

Colt Maker, Silver Stirrup,
Performance Champion,
Brood Mare Special-finest
horse feeds you can buy All
in 50-lb bags

Save $2.04 on 25-lb. bag

Reg sug
pr $4 25

9

--

gal (case of 21
Sit

These are the lour top-orthe-line horse feeds which
proudly Carry the medallion
symbol Of highest quality

Sale Price-59.95
Reg. Price-$12.49

0066-60222w

s-

Pelleted Lime

10492. ea

ton on Southern States
Medallion Quality
Horse Feeds

BIG RED
NUGGETS

pet 14 oz tube

Case ot 10 S9 50

6., ri 5081-14503
Reg
sug pr )2411
$299

Heavy Hunting
Dog Collar

99t

Peg sug pr $1 49

Save $1.00 bag or $40

Save $2.54 on 50-lb. bag

B-660 Multi-Purpose
Grease

-

611 5061-145:2
Reg
sug pr )229
$279

0
99
ke,) s.jg pr $'499

$499

Supply limbed No rein Ch•CkS

Studded
"T" Posts

No 15-630 Round pore 47-,n
handle
T „-'e1 step 0105- l2190

D'sctorgei
L '
Heal treated F,..,fl po sr-a 7
csooeo nano.e e070-g•r

Reg sug
pr $10 99

$399

Reg sug
or $599

10-in. Fence
Pliers

6-lb. Sledge
Hammer

$2999

$399

Reg sug
Pr $36 95

coed
be; 5t.:9 of 5' 99

‹ice==3

$1.00 discount on 50-lb.
504 discount on 25-lb.

Black Poly Cover
4r"i. nlaCk pr.; •

Alkaline
Fencer
Batteries

-----Ns-s..
!

No
Ea.,,,eat Easy lc oven** Continuous
.9n.hon MWant warmth Spatial salary Natures *059-01152

4-pt 15- s fOr toloctncalor tompoNry loncit .001-24540

$1849

Reg sag Pr $2249

Reg sag pr $2997

$18995

• 1 DC

1241
No PG-512
*KO 30620
Reg sag pr $47513

25'

$3995

$4r5

14-ti
No PG-5*4
/4100-30625
Reg sag pr $51 00

$1 349

$2' 95 $1999

Shoulder Broadcast
Spreader

Ruggea wasiOekl gaiyanize,..1 conslruCl...a, Rows,
,15.1.09 5o94i00
twisting

Reg Sug pr $t349
12.. aivakne

20
1Ni

Steel Panel Gates

6-• ,
a ahne *OW 75 75

Co-op Portable
Forced Air Heater

, Reg sag Pr $''49 $16
49

.

Reg sug p

For temporary electric fencing
Upland compact Portable

Motto, Jr. High-Tensile
Barbed Wire (BO rod roll)

...iir
.47

Reg sug pr $1549

Albacillin
;

4
:0,1

Earth
Anchors
Anchor gate posts siios na,
racks, fences etc
No 330SA

1400-11, holding
power in hea•• so,i •381 -14150

$239
Reg Sag pr $3 20
No 604 4000 lt hold ng power
in heavy • •
$549

.cy
L;14
Electric
Fence Posts
with 2 Insulators
23 64-in diameter 54-in long
steel rod with crimped-on wraparound anchor plate *08124780

Albacillin
Treats bowie mastitis cased
by susceptible strains of Staphylococcus AureuS and Streptococcus Agalactate Retcl_lAV
and follow directions 011423396

sir

No 41 Bia,. As1-na,1 ,eintorced
with asbestosfibers 5 gal 1009001920

Reg sug pr $1 55 ea

€.5sko.

Reg sug pr $1499

Heavy-Duty
Extension
Cord

10-oz.
Canvas Tarp

No 142S' 4
mCcor o..1Cloer _AC •7.5. .1 14
;id *Of'24522

10 tt v 12 ft Greer, oac• ides
ton PiCkuP truCk5 boat cove,
wagons tractors ire70-0:1 g5

$9399 $1649 $9999

$
6
95
Reg sug or $9 9

Motto
High-Tensile
Field Fence
,., Does same toe *ern 14
Now swot a Conwintiona, Nino*
war, 12
ASTM Clow
coating Wats longer man ortratti
fent:* With Claslo 1 toal.ag Wool»
NW Mom NH Die
14
T 20-rod rol No 939.6.
la -ga sow -1,804
Reg sog
pr $5999
$49"
2o.,,as rd. Si, 1047-E,'• .a• •*
1.506
Reg sug
$5695
Pr $6749
r; "-go H T ?Prom
N
•
12 W-gs 0001.1 16.2
Reg sug
$W,
Pr $IS5 95
20-roerov No .04
612 o
,
11614
Rog sug
SIMS,
Pr $9995

No DF-M Hooded toe'- 'ood
Ct
Fc;Oeo edges , ,tect
against •niury Pest
.066

No 4500 8-qt gal.anized calf
-nu7n9 pail 0100-30504

99! 9999
Reg sug pr VI 49 ea

Self-Feed
Dog Feeder

Calf-Teria
Pail

10 ml. syringe

(Canon of 20)

Reg sug pr $805

Roof
Coating

Reg sug Pr S.3 1

Reg sag p-

Grip Spur
Traction
Truck Tires

$7

Reg sug pr $42 95

Thermoplastic
Frost-proof
Hydrant

(Nylon)

$ 995

Wirvinw no. Can e• whacks., v
th, Iota* 0150-12-,4

It

Tube-top Stock Tank
ran ER a25 Beau.
,520 oa. wawa.i a:: gauraa
103 wo Onor,8.4 •14024.50

$4r5

toe saw **ors.

Reg sug pi $6903

Forbes Barbed Wire00-rod.*
4-Peinl 12 Hips Crass I arnc ceanno •Oel OCO,

$2749

$1999
$2,16
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Mr. Bee Pollen to speak at MSU tonight CLASSIFIEDS
By KEVIN BOWDEN
Matt Writer
Several years ago Jim
Devlin was nicknamed
Mr. Bee Pollen by a
radio talk show host in
Hawaii. The name was
hung on the Kilkenny,
Ireland native due to his
firm belief in the
healthy benefits
associated with the use
of bee pollen as a
dietary supplement.
Devlin is scheduled to
present his story on bee
pollen tonight at 8 p.m.
in the ("urns Center

Theatre on the Murray way to good health can
State University be found in bee pollen.
Devlin currently
campus.
Complete with his resides with his wife,
Irish accent, Devlin Rosemarie in Prescott.
unravels his personal Ariz. where he first
revelation into the pro- 'discovered the use of
duct which has turned bee pollen in a swap
his life around and has meet there. Bee pollen,
him appearing1 at according to Devlin,
university campuses, on took 10 years from his
radio and television talk appearance, eight inshows and writing books ches from his waist and
more than 50 pounds
about how the Americ
from his body. But more
public has been delug
with junk foods to
than all that. he ex-overfed, fat, allergized plains, the eating of bee
system," and how the pollen has increased his

NOTICE

BEAT THE FEDERAL
TAX INCREASE

zest for life. "The cell
'power' will be so improved that one will be
set on the road to such
health, such well being,
such delight in living,
that if the whole human
race were to - turn
positively to this
greatest gift of the
beehive, it would be on
the road to discovering
one of life's greatest
secrets, consistent good
health," says Devlin in
his book "Honeybee
Pollen and the New
You."
Devlin claims that
beepollen can be directly linked to the restoration of one's health and
can even serve as a
natural fountain of
youth. "The door to
joyous good health, to
constant optimum feelings of happiness, the
door to 'a new you' is
honeybee pollen," ex-

plains' De'vlin in his
book.
A composite chemical
analysis of honeybee
pollen shows it to contain all 22 nutrients
needed by man for complete and perfect health.
the only food on earth to
be able to make that
claim, according to
Devlin.
Devlin, in advocating
the use of honeybee
pollen, stresses that it
should be used with
restraint and that
overuse of the product is
counterproductive. "I
would recommend
beginning with a tablet
and gradually increasing your intake," said
Devlin in an interview
early today. First time
users are advised to
start with 50 miligrams
and mix it with papaya
juice or apple juice for
the best results.

AIM

1.1egal

1

LEGAL NOTICE
PUBLIC NOTIFICATION
In accordance with the Kentucky Public
and Semi-Public Water Supplier Regulations 401 KAR 6:015, Section 11 131, the Murray Water System hereby gives notice that
the maximum contaminant level 1MCL I for
coltform bacteria was exceeded during its
recent reporting period of July, 1985, to the
Kentucky I nvision of Water.
The test results for conform bacteria indicate that some contanfination may have
occurred. Coliform bacteria is not considered harmful, but its' presence is an indicator that harmful bacteria could have
been present. If the presence of conform
bacteria had continued to occur, a boil
water notice would have been issued.
Frequent testing is done by the Murray
Water System to assure the quality of your
drinking water.
AS of September 23,
1985 1, Kennith E
Broach, am no longer
responsible for any
debts other than my
own.

Now is a
good time to
lay-a-way an
Ashley wood
heating stove.
Complete line
discount
at
prices.
Purdom's Inc.

2.Notice

Crouch, Miller and
Coltharp sweep top
honors at annual
MSU chess tourney

On October 1 of this year, the Federal
Excise Tax on distilled spirits (gin, vodka,
whiskey, etc.) will be increased substantially This increase coupled with other
taxes and some supplier raises will mean
that your favorite brand will go up
about $1.30 per 1.75 liter bottle and
in some instances much, much more.
May we make a suggestion?
All your purchases between
now and October I will be at
our usual low prices. So consider your future personal, gift
or party . needs now and buy
while you can save from $6.00 to
$15.00 per case depending upon
the item.

Jon Crouch. Paducah,
Dana. Miller, Stewart
County, Tenn., and
Jason Coltharp.
Paducah, were the
overall division winners
in the recent Second Annual Murray State
University Scholastics
Chess Tournament.
Crouch was the winner of the high school
division, Miss Miller
won the middle school
division and Coltharp
won .the elementary
division. Each won the
division with perfect
scores of three wins and
no losses and each
received a trophy.
Winners of the grade
competitions are: Eric
Newman of Stewart
County. 12th grade;
Carl Hoff of Stewart

Please contact The Party Mart about
your favorite brands and we will be happy
to lay aside a supply for you.
Please bear in mind that all purchases
must be picked up prior to October 1 to
take advantage of this enormous savings.
Hope we've been of service.

The Party Mart
509 Lone Oak Rd.

poducoh's most interesting store

442-0011

10,ft, Dish, 85 deg.
LNA, Uniden 1000
or Drake 324
Receiver, Pro-Sot
210 Motor Drive

202 So. 5th
753-4872

Installed

stA

4220*
5
**L2214
Special Deal

Ami

NOS

11U I
X NE-VikELM I R

DAILY CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM LEASE
ASK GENE
AT
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753 2617

Installed

$895.00
*****
106 Broadway
South Fulton,
Tenn.
901-479-2306

Twenty-four players
participated in the event
and will receive ratings
from the United States
Chess Federation. The
tournament was sponsored by the MSU Chess
Club and was directed
by Dr. Wayne Bell,
faculty adviser. Chess
Club president Mike
Laheine and Murray
High School teachers
Debra Burgess and
Mark Etherton assisted
with the tournament.

sr.(

LL...1
"
2

6 Ft. Black Mesh
Dish,
GLR-500
Receiver With LNC.

COSMOLOGY by
LaDora, a new hair
salon. Cut/set$10.00.
Perms $25. 753-0658. 10-5
and evenings by appointment. Closed Sat.
NEEDED immediately 3/
people seriously interested in losing weight.
Call 1-800-992-9991.

KNITTING
CLASSES
At Donna's
Starting Sept. 30
Call 753-8373
between 10-5
p.m. for
information.

Update Your
Lamps With

NEW LAMP
SHADES
Selection of styles &
colors.
Your Choice

I NAVE TO
BEAGLE -51T!

'1,1`71 BROTHER 15
60IN6 TO BE GONE
T4I5 AFTERNOON

I
.

Star Search
Satellites

County. 11th grade;
Kevin Doyle of Murray,
10th grade; Robert
Lamore of Murray,
ninth grade; Keith
Wallace of Stewart
County, eighth grade;
Brennon Williams of
Murray fourth grade.

Legal

$16.95
Crass
Furniture Inc.
Downtown Murray
103 So. 3rd 753-3621

5. Lost and Found
LOST 1 year old, white,
long haired Persian.
Reward offered. In
vacinity of Catalina &
Park Lane
Call
753-4703, night 759-1594.
LOST 5 1/2 month old
Boxer pup in DexterAlmo area. Brown
spotted with white patches, brown collar,
white flea collar, answers to Butch. Reward. 753-3283. 753-1492,
753-2905.
REWARD. -Missing
from Lakeview Cottage
Resort area, Happy. a
tri-color, wire hair
terrier, has medical
problem. Please call
502-436-5876

(I PICK UP BOGS
ANP STICKERS
While the city slept, Dogzilla moved
quietly from building to building.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

5

Lost and

Found

15.
7A1

LOST male & female
setter bird dogs. Reward. Call 753-0578.

pan
TT1

wh,
Spo
121

REWARD
OFFERED
$250

VINT

refr
ture
$8.01
Goo

For information
leading
to
registered black
miniature Lab.
Answers to name
Bruno. Very smart,
well trained has
New York Kennel
Tag. Numbers on
collar. Anyone
with information
call
collect
716-798-0723.
6

WTI

du t
cycl
w e
Gooi

16.

r-rs

roon
old,
502-3

r
finis
$45, I
rnr
Call

;TT

ish,
w i t
sprir
4369
7-717
pee
spri
tripl
stanc
ton,
7577
velve
char
walni
6 in.,

Help Wanted

nTRECTOR

of Home
Care. Challenging opportunity for nurse
manager in field of
Home Care. Person
selected will provide
professional nursing
leadership for regional
hospital- base home
care program. Applicants should have
Ky. license, BSN or
MSN and previous experience in home care
and management. Excellent salary & benefits. Contact Vice
President Human Resources, Lourdes
Hospital, 1530 Lone Oak
Rd., Paducah, Ky
42001, 502-444-2125.
EASY ASSEMBLV
WORK! $600.00 per 100
Guaranteed payment.
No experience ,no
sales. Details send selfaddressed stamped envelope: Elan Vital- 332,
3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft.
Pierce, Fl. 33482.
STABLISHED tree
firm has immediate
positions available for
experienced tree climbers. Excellent pay.
steady work, for responsible, dependable
persons. Call Boyer
Tree Service 753-0338
for appointment.

WITT

duty
selec
per
Good -

19
PIT!"
NAT

- hydra
canor
good
'67 Ii
& '7
$4.001
both
753 week(
ET-1
I.' I o
hydra
lent (
5463 o
20.

157 /
actior
blue
753 82:

2 2 .

DECORATING
CAREER

3

Want(

Do you have a flair for
decorating? National
company training.

to tali

paymi
See It
1-800-

(502)443-5808

ron

LADV to live in with
invalid lady. Room.
board and Salary. Call
759-1661.
OPERATING room
technician. Immediate
openings for operating
room technicians,
veried shifts. Certified
or certified elligible
preferred. Excellent
salary 8r benefits. Call
Personnel Dept. 502-4442125. Lourdes Hospital,
1530 Lone Oak Rd .
Paducah. Ky. 42001. An
Equal Opportunity
Employer.
EWING machine
operators needed.
Murray area. Send
name, address, phone
number 81 work experience to Glen
Pucket, Box 34-G, New
Concord. Ky. 42076.

piano
$150. t

7TNTT

orga]
prices
Thurrr
Main
4834.
NTT71
piano,
Call 75

SALES MONEY
MEN WOMEN
(Motor. Person)
N•lp •nor•tIc
unlIntitod loods-trovol work
herd a rnok• 133,000 to
130,000. yoor commission.
Call 100.126 4173
or 800426.4026

TR1-CHEM, worlds besf
ACROSS
1 Dance step
4 Charred part of
a candlewick
9 High mountain
12 Before
13 Eagle s nest
14 Spelling contest
15 Cord
17 Stay
19 Erase prinkng
21 Frerich article
22 Choir voice

25 Anger

42 Small island
43 Measure
weight
44 Poker stake
45 Newfoundland
abbr
47 Source of water
49 Soviet Union
53 Vent
57 Period of time
58 Around
60 Mature
61 Goal
62 Brief
63 Seed container

27 Remainder
31 Young boy
32 Sum of
particulars
34 Negative prefix
Individual
35
36 Fish eggs
37 Article
38 Game played
with shuttlecock
41 Bitter vetch
1

2

3

12

DOWN
1 Footlike part
2 Skill
3 Weight of India
4 Rational
5 Remiss
6 Chaldean city
7 Evergreen tree
8 Perceive by
5

11

6

9 Arabian
garment
10 Wreath
11 Writing
implement
8

0

14

10

11

16 Artificial
language
18 Immerse
20 Unit of energy
22 Excuse
23 Tibetan priests
24 Football score
abbr
26 Incorrect
28 Babylonian
deity
29 Begin
30 Taut
32 Southern
blackbird
33 Vast age
35 Foretoken
39 Deciliter abbr
40 Haul
41 Printer s
measure
44 In music high
46 Decree
48 Musical
instrument
49 Female ruff
50 Vase
51 Mournful
52 Actor Vigoda
54 Once around
track
55 The sell
56 Spread for

,••N••••N•••
Ail
ill III•
MI•Id MIMI
NMI
II
fill
III
• id
ill
II
II ill•III
ill
II
ill
II
MN III•iiil
NNE. II ill
NMI
11
II•MI
ill
drying
59
IIII
II
iii
Either

U tvalawiellessellamfRAINPSIMINSINAIIII140110111111kassuarsissa

---..
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111100111010•Pla•Ps

teaching craft company. needs _instructors.
Go6d earnings, part;
time or full. No experience necessary, we
train. Call Gracie Erwin 489-2174 or write Rt.
1 Kirksey, Ky. 42054.
WANT someone to help
clean house one Saturday a month. Call
753-7276 after 5p.m.
Case
AC 1
Cast

INSURANCE
SALES CAREER
Financial help while training
advance

111
Gieal
w FL
w
Both

commission.

vested

touch
4

Answer. to Prevrpus Puzzle
_METE
TI-I-E
ALIT
ELAN
RUN
L I RASKAT
END
IMAMASSIST
ASS
ORGANS
RE
BRAN
ACNE
RES I STED
LAY
SEVEN
ERA
PRESUMED
MARY
ARAL
T I
MADDEN
ORDERS
ARIDIDUG
DRAM
REAL
ELL
LINE
SALE
DEE
ENTE

renewals

A M.8 A • , excellent COT
pany Complete line of A &
H and Universal Life Products

Including

major

medical and nursing home
policies

Johr
Attai
Plan

For appointment

call

Sharon •

am

11

30 a

Mon Fri

9

m

Type

502-781-72)0

Hay I
ter •

9. Situation

6 Ro,
Cult'
21 iH
•8
•50C
der 141

Wanted

WTLL clean homes. Experienced. Good references. Call 753-8642.
WILL do babysitting in
my home afternoons.
References. Call 7534497.
T will stay with sick or
elderly at night. Phone
Days 753-4410, nights, 7534590 Reasonable rates.
Good references.

Thit
Fa
Wou

•

10. Business OpPort" unity
IIATtERY reconditioning business
for sale. Includes .
equipment, testers.
Also, hands on training.
Only 91,500. Write to:
Auto Way, Box 973
Murray. Ky 0071.

AM1111•10.

•
,

-.4

A

•
•-•••••

4,•e•

MO\1)A1

CLASSIFIEDS
15. Articles for Sale
CAMOUFLAGE army
pants & jackets. Hermans survivors
wholesale. Jerry's
Sporting Goods, Hwy.
121 Mayfield, 247-4704.
WHIRLPOOL 17 cu. t.
refrigerator with textured steel door, only
$8.00 per week. Rudolph
Goodyear 753-0595
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty washer with 4
cycles, only $6.00 per
week. Rudolph
Goodyear, 753-0595.

24
Miscellaneous
26" GIRLS bicycle $50,
small chest freezer
$150, large card table
with 8 chairs $150. Call
753-7737.
flourescent lamp$1.75 each, 4 ft. flourescent lamp- $1.50. Coffee
table, end tables &
couches- $35 & up.
Bedroom suites with
bed,chest,. dresser, box
springs & mattress,
$175. Solid oak tables &
chairs, old kitchen
cabinet with porcelain..
pull-out top, antique
couches, used freezers,
refrigerators, washers
& dryers. George Hodge
& Son. Dixieland Shopping Center, 753-4669.

27. Notate Homes tor Sale
olPrcir
.
7L
BR, 1 1/2 baths, spacious living room &
kitchen on 3/4 acre lot
with front & back
porches. Also, 12x20
storage building with
masonite siding & slant
roof carport, good condition, $14,000. For sincere inquiries only call
759-4093.
BR double wide near
Ky. Lake at Hamlin.
Ky. Call 753-8964 leave
message anytime
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43. Real Estate

47.Motorcycles

49

KOPPERUD Realty offers and excellent selection of quality homes - all
price ranges. For all your
Real Estate needs phone
753-1222, or visit our office
at 711 Main

1983 XL600R HONDA,
good condition Call
753-9T21.
1984 HONDA Elite.
124cc, red with black
trim, optional trunk &
cover, 2100 miles, 80
mpg. Call 762-2987.
1083 HONDA Rebel,
$1200 Also, new water.
bed. $500. Call 753-0030

'82 MAZDA RX7, black,
1 owner, good condition,
$6975. Call 753 7275

7671=85 ALFW

s1-.1111-:‘,111tElt fl. 19/45

Used

Cars

50

53

Services Offered

Services Offered

53

53

Services Offered

GENERAL HOME SEWING Machine Repair
All makes and
REPAIR 15 years x
Why Not Visit
models Home & in.
perience Carpentr
Dill Electric
dustrail,
and bag closing
concrete, plumbing.
For your nett electric ins'
achines
Also sissor
roofing, siding NO JOB
nee(' We have them up IS
TO SMALL Free es- sh pning.40 yrs ex•
hp We also Ca" sage,
timates. Days. 753-6973. per nce. All work
much money by
••
guara teed
Kenneth
nights 474-2276.
motors We d5
Barnhill 53-2674 Stella
G
TERTNG by Sears
makes of hafic toots
Sears continfious gut- K •
Inc
You lose mbnev Ot
ters installed for your
All makes and
specifications. Call pair
trading vv,th us
Sears 753-2310 for free models. Residential et
. Dill Electric
Commercial
Work
estimate.
/5i.9.104
Guaranteed • +1- • -Wulff -1771TEATRMvn
Nights 753 1551 0,
by Sears TVA ap- 436-5560 Murray. Ky
753 4692
proved. Save on those
high heating and coolPAINTING
ing bills. Call Sears.
STUMP REMOV .._
753-2310 for free
SER VIC
estimate.
Mechanically remove::
10 inches below tr;ri
J.L. McKnight & Sons
INTERIOR
Sawmill on .poor Farm
surface', no damage to
EXTERIOR
surroun
ding lawn
Rd. Buyer of standing
PAINTING
timber Call 753-7528
Larry Wood 753 0211 or
1 443-8682
WALLPAPERING
BRING your mowers
Aluminum
triding & push). riders
JIM DAY
Service Co.
chain saws, smai; en.
Aluminum and vinyl
gines and weid , re4 to
PAINTING
siding. Custom trim
Moody s Repair for
work. References.
their tune LiC and over
753-3716
Call will Ed Bailey,
haul
Crerry Corner
• FREE ESTIMATES *
Road. 753 5668 Pickup
753-0689
WET BASEMENT. We
del.very
Work
JOINER'S complete make wet basements Guaranteeci.
tree service, 32 yrs. dry
Work completely
PEES 1.- imrned or
experience. Also. guaranteed. Call or rerrCsreC
AlSO. varC
stumps mechanically write Morgan Con
ivory
Expenenceo
removed 10" below struction Co. Rt, 2. Box Free
est!mates C
surface. Call 753-0366.
409A, Paducah, K ,
.
LEE'S CARPET 42001 or call 1 442 7026
CLEANING. For all WILL do bush hoggino
your carpet & upholst- Call 7$3 8590.
.
Lawn Renovation
ery cleaning. For a free WILL haul white roc'
estimate call 753-5827. sand, lime, rip rap
Landscaping
anc
Satisfied references.
masonary sand, coal,
Professional
LICENSED Electrician dirt, gravel, fill sand
Design
for residential and Call Roger Hudson
commercial. Heating 753 4545 or 753
Mowing
6763
and air condition, gas
Reseeding
installation and repair
Dethatching
Phone 753-7203.
FARM
MITCHELL Paving
Bermuda Grass
LUMBER
Sealing striping, repair
Control
& complete asphalt
*Boxing
Fall
Weed
installation. All jobs,
*Farming
large 4 small. Call
Spraying
*Barn Posts
753-1537.
Fall Fertilization
NEED cabinets built to
*Fence
Grub Worm
suit your need. What
Posts
about custom made
Control
*Treated Lumber
furniture. Call now for
Leaf Removal
more information: 753*Metal Roofing
Call now for Free
0834 Ken's Cabinet
*Farm Hardware
Shop- Estimates are
Estimate

Used Trucks
1953 FORD Victoria,
2-door hardtop, V-8 flat
head, body slick. $1000
46. Homes for Sale
firm. Call 753-6973.
1976 CHEVROLET 4x4.
BR cedar siding, gas
black Call 435-4558.
heat, air conditioning,
1985 FORD custom van,
insulated, double conhigh-top, dual air construction storms & 4 9 . Used Cars
ditioning, dual . gas
_screens, garden spat,
storage building, grape lartrPVY BelAir. 2 tanks. 4 captain chairs.
16 Home Furnishings
Mobile
28
Homes for Rent
arbor. Reasonably door hardtop, complete CB radio. T V , cruise
3 PIECE Stanley bedOR 3 BR, furnished, priced. Open house chrome without motor control, tilt wheel, plus
room suite. 4 1/2 years
AC/natural gas. Shady 1-5p.m. Sept.. 21st-22nd and trans. Call 435-4215_
other extras. $6,800
old, very, nice. Call
Oaks 753-5209.
& 28th-29th 115 S.10th St. 1967 JAGUAR XKE. miles. Price $16.500
502-382-2725 after 7p.m.
excellent condition, Phone 901-642-7370.
NICE 2 BR trailer near 759-1813 or 753-6123.
CHILDS dresser, large
Murray. No pets. Call 2 BR house on edge of body restored, motor 1985 NISSAN pickup. air.
mirror, newly re- ntsT deep freeze. 489-2611.
Coldwater. Call overhauled, less than AM/FM cassette stereo,
finished, very sturdy. Call 489-2785.
50,000 miles, black with sliding rear window.
345-2205.
TRAILERS for rent
$45. Call 759-9510.
1.OR sale, good used Couples only please
ATTENTION. Would red leather interior, sport wheels, bed cover
COUCH igr chair. nice. cash register, excellent Dills Trailer Court 753- you like to buy a house $9500. Call 753-1222 Call 753-9531 after 3p.m
condition, $150. Call 9104.
Call 753-5060.
•77 CHEROKEE. good
but don't have much days, 753-6620 nights.
rirti. size, walnut fin- 437-4678.
money? Here's your 104 PONTIAC Gran- mechanically. Must
ish, poster bed complete FREE tree tops for 29. Heating and Cooling
opportunity! A 2 BR ville Limited, nice. sell. asking $900. See at
with mattress & firewood to the right FRANKLIN wood house, dining room, engine is real good. 407 S. 4th McKinnev•s.
springs, $75. Call 435- individual. Call 753-0640 stove, $90. Call 753-4048.
large utility room on $200. Call 759-1825 after
51
Campers
after 5p.m. ask for Tim.
4369 after 5p.m.
WE still buy used air approx. 1/2 acre. $13, 8p.m.
1075 MUSTANG. excel- 1975 WINNEBAGO
QUEEN bedroom set, FREE' vacuum bagger conditioners, Dill 500. Call 437-4243.
mopecan finish, box with any new 100 series Electric.
BEAUTY & quality are lent condition, $1600. tor home 21 ft., selfsprings & Mattress. Wheel Horse Mower.
the key words that Call 753-3648.
contained, sleeps 6.
triple dresser, night Stokes Tractor, Indust- 30 Business Rentals
describe this 5 bed- 1975 OLDS Cutlass. generator, air, awning.
stand, very good condi- rial Rd.. 753-1319.
room, 4 bath, 2 story good running condition, excellent condition, low
tion, $225. Call 753-1788.
residence with ad- $850. Call 354-8430.
mileage Call 759-9593.
CREEK VIEW
SOFA.
ditional 50ft.x96ft. 1976 DATSL'N B-210
water
ft., green cuf RiNrGW1=
e3-7t.ra
-7
52.
Boats -Motors
velvet, $135. 2 matching second limitation matbuilding plus 10 bay hatchback, very sharp.
SELF
chairs. $180. drexel tress. 3-way side rails,
equipment shed. Call 474-2325 after 6p.m.
1983
VENTURE Bass
STORAGE
walnut coffee table. 5 ft. heater. headboard,
Located on 10 acres in 1976 MERCURY Mon- boat, 115 h.p. Mariner &
Hwy.
N.
641
6 in., $75. Call 435-4215.
$300. Also, 12 speed
Southwest School dis- arch Ghia, all power, accessories. Call 75324 hr. private entrance
trict. Home & 4 1/2 cruise, sun roof, tether, 9731.
WHIRLPOOL heavy bicycle, 1 year old, $50.
acres may be pur- nice car, $1500 firm.
duty dryer with 3 temp Call 759-1190 or 759-9576.
753-6734
THE ideal starter
chased seperately. 753-8512 leave message.
selections, only $4.00 OAK firewood for sale.
Houseboat. 33 foot SeagoPhone Kopperud Realty
per week. Rudolph Minimum order 2 ricks.
ing with large front deck,
32. Apts for Rent
753-1222 for all the 1976 PONTIAC Grand
Call 436-2587.
Goodyear, 753-0595.
4 cyl. Volvo engine, air.
Prix, tilt, cruise, air. shower,
PICK up all your leaves 1 8t 2 BR apt. near information.
radios, tape
19. Farm Equipment
& grass clippings with downtown Murray. CHECK this out! Brick, power. AM -FM cass- player, excellent condi1977 TD15C INTER- our new lawn vacuum. Adults only. Call 753- 3BR, large den. on a ette. Call 753-9298.
tion. Under *10.000. See at
NATIONAL Dozer. Will fit most any riding 4109, 762-6650, or 436- quiet street, priced in 1 9 7 7 CHEVROLET Town & Country Marina
the mid 40's. Also, first
hydraulic blade & tilt. mower you may own! 2844.
Caprice Classic, 350 V•8, or 618-524-2533
canopy & sweeps, very Stokes Tractor, Indust- 1 BR furnished apt., air time offered, quality 4 door, pb, ps, ac, good
built
home,
4BR,
2
bath,
good condition. $26,000. rial Rd., 753-1319.
conditioned. College
condition, $2000. Call 53. Services Offered
67 International tractor
boys preferred. No pets. 2 car garage, on quiet 753-3846 before 4p.m. ALL type masonry
& '72 15-ton Lowboy. RAILROAD ties, 3 121 North, next to fair street. low 70's. Ask for 753-8349 after 4p.m.
work, block, brick.
Bob, home 753-3509
$4.000 i negotiable for grades. $7, $9 8r $12. Call grounds. 753-3139.
1977 FORD LTD, $1750. concrete, driveways,
Century
21
Loretta
Jobs
both
753-6868 days, 753-2905 or 435-4343.
2 BR duplex in Norsidewalks, patios.- house
1666 Ryan Ave.
7 5 3 - 5 8 3 s nights &
EASONED firewood - thwood subdivision. Realtors 753-1492.
foundations, new
1977
HONDA
wagon,
150
you
need
a
year
weekends
oak, hickory, mixed $285 per month. Call
chimneys or chimney
round home or a automatic, new paint,
225 BUSHEL Gravity hardwoods $30/rick 759-4406.
repair. 25 years exrebuilt
engine.
Call
weekend
get
away
Flow wagon with delivered. Min. order 2 2 BR upstairs apt.,
perience
Free. es474-2325
after
6p.m.
within
one
mile
of the
hydraulic .auger. excel- ricks. Call John Boyer water 'furnished, detimates. Call Charles
1977
LEMANS
Sport,
lake?
Here
it is- 1973
lent condition. Call 753- 753-0338.
posit required. Call
Barnett 753-5476.
12x60 mobile home with 301-V8 automatic,
5463 or 753-0144.
STABS & sawdust for after 6p.m. 753-0087.
APPLIANCE
power,
air,
silver
central
with
heat
& air plus a
sale, Mann Sawmill. DupLrx for rent. 2 BR
SERVICE. Kenmore,
BAILEY'S
black
20. Sports Equipment
interior,
wired
$975.
12x24 outside
Call 901-986-3126.
with private entrance,
Westinghouse,
storage building on 1/2 Hardin 437 4808 after
FOREVER GREEN
357 MAGNUM Sing-reFARM
Whirlpool. 23 years
$350 per month. Call
acre lot. Offered at only 4p.m.
action, 7 1./2" barrel, USED dinette tables 753-3966 after 5p.m.
BAILE
LAWN SERVICE
Y
experience. Parts and
$10.900
through Kop- 1977 MGB convertible,
LUMBER
blue finish, $180. Call and chairs, twin beds. PRIVATE apt. Call
service. Bobby Hopper,
perud Realty 753-1222.
excellent condition, 77, Bob's
CARPET
753 8226 after 6p.m.
Appliance Serschool desks ,recliners, 753-3234 daytime. 753- ENJOY
beautiful lake 000 miles, $3000. Call vice,
SUPPLY
P.O. Box 307
202 S. 5th St.
rockers, chests, ranges, 3964 after 5p.m.
view from this 4 BR, 2 7 5 3 - 9 7 1 0 , 1 5 0 0
CLEANING
22
Musical
Industrial Drive
753-3362
Business 753-4872, 436refrigerators, coffee TAKING applications bath
brick home in Canterbury.
Murray, KY
Free Estimates
5848 (home
tables, end tables, for Section 8. Rent Panoram
Doug and Vicky
a Shores. 2 1977 OLDS Delta 88 APPLIANC
FOR SALE
Phone 759.1099
lamps, couches and Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3 kitchens,
E REPAIR:
759-1983
fireplace in Royal, good tires, good
Crofton
Spinet-Console
Factory authorized for
chairs. Hard back and BR. Apply Hilldale den. Unbelievab
le low mechanical condition, Tappan.
Piano Bargain
.-PED work on your
Kelvinator and
paper back books. For Apts., Hardin, Ky. price, 535,000.
Contact 84,000 miles. Call 437
Wanted. Responsible party
Brown. Service on gas trees? Topping, prunthe best prices and best Equal Housing Kopperud
Realty 753- 4742.
to take over low monthly
and electric ranges, ing. shaping, complete
used furniture and ap- Opportunity.
1222.
payments on spinet piano
1979 TORONADO, extra microwaves, dis- removal and more. Call
pliances shop Trash and TWO bedroom brick
See locally. Call Mr Perry
Treasure, 806 Coldwa- duplex, two miles east FRESH on the market. nice, 61,000 miles, $5200. hwashers. re- BOVER'S TREE
1-800-882-8874
3 BR redecorated home Call 753-3643
frigerators. etc. Earl SERVICE for Proter Road, 753-4569.
or 753-6848.
of Murray
Call near the University.
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
1982 MAZDA 626 4-door, Lovett. 354-6956 or 753- fessional tree care
753-1566
1. (01 sale: upright WHE L Horse
Lovely
tree
shaded
lot.
lawn
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
5341.
753-0338.
Si4200.
Call
753-0573.
piano, needs tuning, sweepersLots of living area for
light- me- 33 Rooms for Rent
CUSTOM -dozer - work. ODD -job specialist,
•
Mit H
$150. Call 759:9432.the money. Offered at 1982 Z 28, black & gold,
dium & heavy duty- pull
20 YEARS
•
RIMTI All pianos & type. Stokes Tractor, ROOMS for girls or $34,900 through Kop- new tires, excellent Call David or Jimmy ceiling fans. electrical,
plumbing, fencing. You
SOLID WOOD CABINETS & 5
t %PERU-Nil
condition, asking $7400. Madding 247-5188.
organs. Check our Industrial Road. 753- boys near university. r
ro
rui Realty
.
RAISED PANEL DOORS•
rAVE'S WINDOW name it, I do it. You
prices before -you buy. 1319.
Call 753-8146 or 753-9894.
o move. Price Call after 4p.rn 753 4.487
Birch • Oak • Walnut • Chen*
CLEANING SERVICE. buy. I install. You
or
759
4582.
Thurman Furniture, 208 WHIRLPOO
QUNCASES
Reduced
•
HOUSE and
MANTLES • BOOKCASES•
L
Professional results. break. I fix. Call 436KITCHEN. CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
Main St. Murray 753- microwave oven with 34 Houses for Rent
two lots. 3 BR, dining '73 TORINO, p.s., p b.,
Satisfied references. 2868.
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE
-1834.
air
conditioni
REFINISHING
ng,
like
700 watts cooking 2 BR brick. Call room, kitchen, living
Commercial & re- PAINTING = Paper C. COMPETITIVE PRICES Drop Sy & See Our Display •
MUST sell upright power, only $4.50 week. 435-4379,
room and utility room. 2 new tires, $650 or best
•
piano, $200 or best offer. Rudoph Goodyear. 753- 2 BR, garage, fenced in storage buildings,' car- offer or will trade. Call sidential. Free es- hanging, commerical or
1212 Main Mu rray, Ky. 753-5940 •
timates. 10'; Senior residential. Free esCall 759-1600
0595.
6
yard. no appliances. port, grape vines and 753•8565.
Citizens discount. Call timates, References. 25
0••••41.•••••••*•••••••
Call Century 21 Loretta berries vines. Price '79 EL CAMINO Con 753-9873 or 436-2845.
years experience,
quista, loaded, black &
Jobs Realtors 753-1492 $22.000. Phone 492-8492.
DENNIS McClure con- Tremon Farris 759-1987
TN town, owner must silver, good condition,
ask for Pam.
struction. roofing, ROOFING, Plumbing.
PHOTO ENLARGING
3 BR house, carport, sell. 3 BR with glassed $3,000. Call 753-3204 painting, plumbing; in- Concrete work, AdHopkins Insurance Agency
5x7 Only '1"
month to month rental. in porch with basement after 6p.m
8x10 Only '3"
terior or exterior
ditions. Painting.
Kentucky Central Insurance Companies
In Store On• Hour Servic•
Century 21 Loretta Jobs & upstairs, 1 1/2 bath,
Phone 502-382-2689. Rt. General Carpentry.
OF FER7AIL
Up To Poster Siz• 20 • 28 And Complet• On• Hour
Realtors 753-1492 ask gas heat. Good location,
1, Sedalia.
P .A
NEED
Molony Co
CAR?
A
•
close to old park and
for Pam.
PROCESSING
5 3 - 8 6 2 8 . Free
FTNCE
sales
at
00••••,•
Sears
with Individual and porton& Ettentien
No Credit.
410 S. 10th, 2 BR. gas hospital. Make offer
now. Call Sears 753-2310 Estimates.
1.0
heat, TVA insulated, Call 753-2798 or 753-0180.
for free estimate for
No
Interes
t.
•• •
!.sTICE
BR,
2
sunken
den
$225 & deposit $200. Call
your needs
Ray's
Drywall
with wood stove on
Call Sammy
753-5094.
Sheetrock Hanging,
Wedding
FOR rent or sale. 2 BE brick hearth, shaded lot
408 So. 12th
at 753-6448
Finishing, Ceiling
Photography
house in Almo Heights in nice neighborhood.
ONE HOUR PHOTO
Call
Murray, Ky.
753-9021.
Sprayed
with garage and one'
753-8298
IS it true you can buy
Inside
acre. $200 deposit.. $225 47
Free
Estimates
42071
Motorcycles
CARTER STUDIO
jeeps for $44 through the
CRASS FURNITURE
per month. Call
Joe Pat Ray
300 MAIN ST., SUITE B
1 9 7 5 KAAFASAKI U.S. government? Get
103 S 3rd
Downtown Murray
759-1647.
753.3621
753 0038
1 North 3rd Entrance
ROUSE for rent in KZ-400S. low miles, lots the facts today! Call
Panarama Shores, 3 of extras, $350. Call 1-312 742-1142 Ext. 2641
IS it true you can buy
BR. $225 month. $225 753-3648.
1982 KAWASAKI dirt jeeps for $44 through the
deposit. Call 753-6531
ROUSE for rent or sale. bike in good condition. U.S. government? Get
3 bdrm. 2 bath, ap- Must sell. Make an the facts today! Call
1-312 742 1142 Ext. 2641
pliances. 1704 Farmer offer. Call 759-9452.
THURSDAY. SEPTEMBER 26, 1985
Ave.
5400/mon
th
8z
10:00 A.M.- RAIN OR SHINE
deposit. 753-3006
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
At BROWN'S GROVE
evenings.
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
And
Save For A Handy Reference)
N'T'! -)3 BR home. S.
NEAR MURRAY. KENTUCKY
Gold
Silver
12th. Available Oct. I.
, SALE LOCATION: From Murray, Ky. Take
Closed
Closed
$325. Call 314-458-2060
Hwy 121 North 8 Miles To The County
after 3:30p.m.
Yesterday 320.30
Yesterday
6.02
Line Intersection, Take Hwy. 893 East
Opened
Opened
OLIVE St. house corn
2 Miles To The Sale Site'
plete with appliances.
Today
SIGNS POSTED!!
330 00
Today
6.21
6 a.m. • 10 p.m. 7 Days A Week
Perfect for couple or
Up
9.70
Up
.19
single. 1 year lease. Call
Phone 753-5351/753-5352
TRACTORS
Compliments of:
753 3913.
Case 1070, CAA. Duals•2-John Deere 4020 Dsi 's•2VERNON'S WESTERN WEAR 6. SHOE REPAIR
OR sale, 2 BR brick, 4
AC 185 Dst's•IHC 574 Dsi •itiC 806 Ost. Duals•2
713 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 42071
miles from City limits.
Case 530 Utility s•John Deere 720.
753-7113
Call after 6p.m.
We buy Gold, Silver & Diamonds
492 8155.
TROUBLES
COMBINES AND HEADS
Hours: 10-6 Daily. Closed Sunday
it's
with wel
If
36.
Rent
For
or
Lease
Gleaner F-2 Dal., C&A,13' Floating Cutter Bar, Chopper,
w FL-430 Cornhead•Gleaner F Ds1 C8 A. 13- Platform,
5x60 BUILDING in
pumps,
plumbin
CHIKE CHIM
w C-430 Cornhead • John Deere 94 Square Back w
Murray. Call 489-2761
CH.Mhif SWEEPS
electric,
or
Both Heads•MF 510 Ds,
then I
SENIOR CITIZENS HAVE
after 6p.m.
1010
.
•
,
.••• t •.

°fluffs

Cali
Dr. Tam Doplithet
(502)7534202

ABSOLUTE AUCTION

Dial-A-Serrice
Taxi Cab Service

Police
911

911

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

EQUIPMENT
John Deere 7000 Plateless 4 Row Planter. No Till.
Fed
Attach •2-AC 6 Row No Tilt Planters•White 543
4 Row
Planter • Ford 2 Row Planter • 2-Holland 2 Row
Putt
Type Setters•New Holland Hay Rake•2-New
Holland
Hay Balers•Ford 501 Mower•6 Bush Hog
Rotary Cutter•2. 3. 4. 8 5 Bottom Plows, 3 Pt And Semi•
2. 4 /1
6 Row Cultivators• Brillion 5 Tine Ripper•Dunham
14'
CultimuIcher•John Deere 1630 Cutting Disc•Krause
21' Hyd Folding Disc•3 Spray Rigs•Gravity
Wagon
•8" - 54* Transport Grain Auger•Several
wheel Discs
•500 Gal. Poly Tank•Several Chisel
Plows•Gehl Grinder Mixer•And ThaLlsIGoes On And On
This will Be An Open Sale For Local And Area
Farmers That May Have Machinery That They
Would Like To Have Sold' Several Other Farmers
Will Be Consigning To This Sale'
CONSIGN YOUR SURPLUS MACHINERY
TO THIS SALE
A GOOD PLACE FOR BUYER AND SELLER "
TO MEET!!

COMPLETE.SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!

JAMES R. CASH
The AUCTIONEER i& REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM KY
623 8466 OR i co21 623 6311/1

iS021
SELLING SUCCESSFUL SALES IN SEVERAL STATES

a. RIGHT TO KNOW...

37. Livestock-Supplies
YEAR old saddle
horse, sorrel, light
mane & tail Call 4354201

38

Pets-Supplies

ARC registered Cocker
Spaniel. female, 1 year
old, house broken &
spayed. Great pup
435-4201.

43

Real Estate

ACRE lot, wood
frontage; 14x60 trailer,
fully furnished. excellent condition; well
water. 1/2 mile from
lake. Cypress Bay area,
Ky. side. $27,000. Work
day 615-362-3709 after
5p.m. weekends 502-4362435
Fi0 ACRES ofland, Almo
area Call after 5p m
753-3966
GOV T land $40 an
acre Many lots availa
- Ole. Build a future! Call
1.619-5a-1667 for Info. 24
hrs

what a quality MEDICARE Supplement insurance should cost.
Many
Senior
Citizens
in
Calloway County are paying far
more than necessary.
If you are paying more than:
$31.00 Monthly or
S355 Annually
you should find out why.
BENNETT & ASSOCIATES recently
completed a cost study on
medicare supplements. The
results of this study is upsetting
to say the least.
CALL

BENNETT & ASSOCIATES
753-7273
you may cut your cost in half.

have the answer.

Call John Glover,

licensed with 26
years experience.
Answering service
provided.
7 RANDY
THORNTON
HEATING AND AIR
CONDITIONING INC.

753-5131

Calloway County
Rescue Squad

153-6952
• Send
ou.
packages the eas\•
vsaN,
Use our conviert
service We accept
UPS packages fo,
Shipment

Me armored Hisellrle and ter
•4•• rieelor ter raker lend se,
rir• in Murray and Crillowey
Count, I102 Cheetreet.

COURT SQUARE
ANTIQUES

Aluminum
Service
Co.

Aluswenuni and Vinyl
fill4g, Custom trim
References
work
(Oft Will Ed Bailey

753-3445

753 0689

oft-,‘•

C a rpei

Poison

•Ca6 r/
p6[
-- 24."
-.',4
•Urhoistt•Fiee Estimo•es
Satisfaction
Guaranteed

Control

Downtown
Court Square
753-7499

733-11181

Si
.

•
-

•••••••

- -

••••••••01•00fteriltenare0-14011e100.
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Employee development seminar planned

DR.GOTT

V-s

"Performance Appraisal and Coaching"
is the title of a two-day
workshop to be offered
by the Murray State
University Center for
Continuing Education at
Lake Barkley State
Resort Park on Monday
and Tuesday, Sept.
30-Oct. 1.
To meet from 9 a.m.
to .4- .p.-rn:• each day;- the
workshop is designed to
be helpful to personnel
and training managers,
as well as other executives and managers
interested in the
development of their
employees
Dr. Donald L.

Kirkpatrick, professor praisal and review
of management at the program.
Management Institute,
The full registration
University of Wisconsin fee is $255 for the first
Extension, will conduct registrant and $240 each
the workshop. He is a for two or more people
former president of the from the same
American Society for organization.
Training and DevelopAnyone wishing to
ment (ASTD).
register should send a
check for the proper
Kirkpatrick is the amount (payable to
author of'a 1982'ilWard-- Murray 'State Universiwinning book published ty), along with name,
by the American Society address. telephone
of Personnel Ad- number and Social
ministrators (ASPA) Security number to:
titled "How to Improve Center for Continuing
Performance Through Education, Murray
Appraisal and State University, MurCoaching."
is a fre- ray, Ky., 42071, or call
quent speaker and con- (502) 762-2716.

Major topics include
objectives of an effective performance appraisal program, frequency of reviews,
salary administration
vs. improved performance, clarifying what
is expected of subordinates, appraising performance, the appraisal
interview, the performance improvement
plan, on-the-job
coaching, and five requirements for an effective performance ap-

Wahl receives coveted Raburn award
Charles A. Wahl
received the coveted
Lovey Raburn Award at
the Western Kentucky
Regional Mental Health
- Mental Retardation
Board's annual dinner
meeting.
The Lovey Raburn
Memorial Award is
presented annually in
memory of Lovey
Raburn, who served on
the board representing
Carlisle County until her
death in 1977. This
award is presented annually'to a deserving

citizen whose outstanding community service, dedication and
support have made contributions in the areas of
mental health, mental
retardation and/or
substance abuse.
Nominations for this
award are made by
citizens throughout the
region.
Wahl, a native of
Paducah, entered the
family business of
Wahls Cleaners immediately following his
graduation from

This week at

LA
ND
BETWEEN THE
LAKES
Wednesday-Monday. Sept. 25-30
Skywalk -Take.a 30 minute tour of the currently visible night sky, learning about the starts.
constellations, planets. and myths surrounding
them. Golden Pond Visitor Center Planetarium.
2 p.m.
Friday. Sept. 27
Night Visual-During the next several weeks
the "master" fallow bucks will be filling the
evening air. with challenges and warnings to
lesser bucks as the fallow deer mating season approaches. We'll listen for the bucks as we
observe large numbers of. deer and a variety of
other nocturnal species during this 1-1/2 hour
van tour. Natural history and wildlife management techniques are discussed. (Preregistration
required phone 15021 924-5602. extension 238:
-Monday-Friday, 7 a.m. .3:30 p.m. r: $2 adult. $1
adultbfee. Woodlands Nature Center. 7:30 p.m.
Saturday. Sept.28
Second Annual Forestry Day-See how a
Woodmizer portable sawmill converts logs into
lumber, learn about the basics of chain saw safety. watch mules haul logs, and cheer as loggers
put their woodlands skills into practice during
loggers contests. The day's events will take
place in a field located approximately three
miles west of the South Welcome Station on Fort
Henry Road. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Rug Hooking Demonstration -Beautiful
qualtiy rug's can be created from wool material
by hooking in the traditional, old-fashioned way.
The results are heirloom rugs for yourself and
your faniily. View the process of designing and
crafting rugs by a group skilled in this rugmaking technique. Empire Farm. 10 a.m.-3:
p
Flax Workshop-Learn by doing! We will take
flax through its 'entire preparation process breaking, skutching, and hackling - and finish by
spinning linen thread from the flax we process.
I Preregistration required; phone 1502 924-5602,
extension 238, Monday -Friday, 7
a.m.-3 30p.m. 1: Limited to 10 participants. Bring a sack lunch. $5 fee. The Homeplace-1850. 10
a. m .-4 p. m
National Hunting and Fishing Day-Discover
the rich tradition of hunting and fishing, and how
sportsmen are contributing to wildlife conservation during a 20-minute theater presentation. a
45-minute van tour will be conducted to search
for wildlife and to not hunt or fish. ( Preregistration required. phone i502, 924-5602. extension
238. Monday-Friday.. 7 a.m.-3:30 p.m. 1:
Woodlands Nature Center. 1 p.m. and 3 p.m.
(organized groups may schedule this program
during September 17-20 or 24-27.1
Muzzleloading Rifle Match-To hone their
hunting skills. 1850-era farmers often participated in target shooting matches. Come and
enjoy one of these matches and learn about the
firearms which were used. The Homeplace-1850
2 p.m
..KVening. at the ..Homeplace-Join the
Homeplace family for an evening of oldfashioned social activity. Conversation,
storytelling, songs. and music-these provide opportunities for understanding what made the
area "between the rivers" what it was over a
century ago. Preregistration required. phone
15021 924-5602. extension 238, Monday-Friday, 7
a.m.-330 pm.. $2 adult. $1 child fee. The
Homeplace-1850. 8 p.m
Sunday.Sept. 29
Bowhunting for Deer-An introduction to archery hunting for deer will be presented in-

KEA STUMP REMOVAL
lo 74

In 1-,,

435 4343 o• 435 4319
10111c Now Haul 0,1 Gro.et

GRAVEL
We Haul
Coldwater
Pit Gravel
435 4343
435-4319

Paducah Tilghman
High School. He is currenUy president of the
corporation.
Civic-minded, Wahl
has been active in many
organizations that affect the quality of community life. He is a past
president and former
Outstanding Member of
the Jaycees, a past
president and former
Outstanding Member of
the Kiwanis Club, has
served on the Paducah
Water Board for 20
years including 6 years

Peter
Gott, M.D.

ference leader for
ASTD, ASPA, IBM,
Goodyear, universities
and associations.

as chairman, and has
served as president of
the McCracken County
TV Association for 12
years until it was incorporated at the state
level. He is presently a
member of the Good-

Alcohol intake
is dangerous
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT - My husband had
a heart attack last summer. He has
been on Procainamide and Isosorbide
daily since then. He feels fine and
works full time, but goes out for drinks
after work until after midnight. I worry about,, him drinking while taking
this me41 anon. Can you please explain thef ts to both of us?
DEAR R ADER - I'm delighted to
learn that y ur husband now feels fine.
However, e seems intent on doing
himself iif by a slow and agonizing
method filcohol may adversely react
with th medicine he is taking; however, of riSore importance is the fact that
the alcohol is poisoning his heart muscle. Several studies have conclusively
shown that alcohol is toxic to the
brain, liver and heart. He is clearly
asking for serious trouble if he is consuming what appears to be an exces-

-ormaktnenddrims,

*mialaitilz3o*t-

sive amount of alcohol. I cannot label
your husband alcoholic; only he can do
that, when he is ready. Nevertheless. I
can tell you that he has a drinking
problem.
I think it's a reasonable option for
you to share my answer with him. If he
does not agree with my statement that
his alcohol intake is dangerously high,
he can get another opinion from his
own physician. If he accepts the fact
that he has a drinking problem, he
may be motivated to stop or to reduce
his liquor consumption.
Your role in this scenario is to lay
low, express your opinions and concern, but don't harass him. Check with
his doctor and look into resources, like
Al-Anon, in your community. You may
be able to help your husband by helping yourself. An organization like AlAnon will be able to show you how to
address the problem of alcohol in your
family.
Remember that you cannot change
your husband, only he can change himself through knowledge and support. I
hope he chooses to modify his behavior
before irreparable damage results.
DEAR DR. GOTT - I wear an insulin pump. After four months with it.
my glycosylated hemoglobin level
dropped from 9.2 to 6.1 Could you
alert your readers to the value of the
HbAlc test, above and beyond the
FBS1
DEAR READER - The fasting
blood sugar test is an accurate determination of blood sugar at precisely
the time the blood is drawn for analy-

sis. The test does not reflect in any
way whatsoever what the blood glucose was five minutes, five hours or
five days before.
As you correctly point out, the glycosylated hemoglobin test gives more
information about something that is of
special interest to diabetics on insulin
the average level of blood sugars for
the preceding several weeks. By using
the HbAlc value, doctors and their patients can readily work together to adjust the insulin dose based on the overall glucose value, rather than on
day-to-day approximations. The glycosylated hemoglobin determination
may prove to be a boon for insulin-dependent diabetics, particularly those
with insulin pumps.
You may be aware that early studies. which evaluated the HbAlc, used
diabetics who monitored their own
blood sugars at home using traditional
methods. A recent investigation
showed that many diabetics purposely
underestimate or fabricate home glucose values This inconsistency has
caused some diabetologists to question
the unbridled initial enthusiasm about
the accuracy of glycosylated hemoglobin. I am sure that more specific information will be available in the future.
Send your questions to Dr. Gott atP.O. Box 91428, Cleveland, OH 44101
Due to volume of mail, individual
questions cannot be answered Questions of general interest will be answered in future columns.
1985 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

Catholic-Episcopalian vows OK'd

man Hill Advisory
Board, a member of the
LOUISVILLE, Ky. partners in mixed marThe Roman Catholic
The guidelines also
task force on alcohol (AP) - Under new riages have often felt party is required under call for
discussions betand drug prevention guidelines approved by abandoned by both of church canon law to ween pastors of each
with the state of Ken- two Louisville-area their churches," Reed "promise to do all in his party
as soon as one of
church leaders, a and Kelly said in a joint or her power" to have them is approached by
tucky, and member of
Roman Catholic and an statement.
the children baptized the couple about
the Executive Board of
Episcopalian can marry
"However, today we and reared as Roman marriage.
the Paducah
with the official blessing recognize in the Catholics. But the
They call for joint preCooperative Ministry.
of both churches.
ecumenical marriage Canon Law Society of marriage counseling.
A Catholic priest who the possibility for America says this does involvement of both
eluding basic hunting equipment and techniques.
helped develop the modeling and experien- not mean an absolute pastors at the wedding
Program is designed for the interested nonguidelines. the Rev. cing the ecumenical promise at the risk of 'ceremony, and conhunter or beginning hunter. A 1-hour indoor sesGeorge Kilcourse, says future of the Church as jeopardizing the sideration of sharing
sion will be followed by a 45-minute field trip to
they represent a signifi- we grow close to each marriage.
communion together at
examine deer sign. Woodlands Nature Center. 2
cant ecumenical other," they said.
"A specific decision the wedding.
p.m.
development.
The guidelines ask cannot be dictated or
The number of
Putting the Garden to Bed-The growing
"I think (the couples to worship in demanded by either couples affected by the
season is coming to a close. However, keep in
Louisville guidelines) their own churches, but clergyman," the new new guidelines is not
mind that, the gardening season continues
will be recognized as a also suggest they occa- Catholic-Episcopalian known, but a 1983
through theryear. Join in this program as we indocument to be envied sionally worship guidelines say. "The survey showed about a
vestigate what needs to be done to the garden
- and probably will be together.
decision about the dozen Catholics in the
before it is put to bed for the winter. Empire
plagiarized by others,"
The guidelines also church in which 31-county Louisville arFarm 2 p.m.
Kilcourse said.
deal with the sensitive children are to be raised chdiocese married
Closed Monday: Empire Farm and Woodlands
The document was issue of the education must be made,..by the Episcopalians the
Nature Center.
developed over three and baptism of children. parties themselves."
Closed Tuesday: The Homeplace-1850 and
previous year.
years by a team of
Golden Pond ‘'isitor Center Planetarium.
clergy members from
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